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In Luce Tua 
Comment on the Significant News by the Editors 
A Cure for Tired Blood 
WE have blundered upon what we believe to be a 
sure-fire way to test one's emotional stability: 
wait for a day when you are troubled with a heavy cold 
in the head and spend that day contemplating the 
record of the Eighty-seventh Congress. If, at the end 
of the day, you can still hope that the Republic will 
survive, you are an emotional Cephas. 
This is the Congress that could find no way to pro-
Yide reasonable medical care for the aged, but could 
break a tradition of thirty-five years standing to push 
through legislation creating a communications cartel 
for International Telephone and Telegraph. This is 
the Congress that never got around to doing anything 
about the urgent needs of the nation's schools or about 
the nation's disastrous and bankrupt farm policy or 
about civil rights, but found time to meddle in the Pres-
ident's conduct of the economic phase of the Cold War. 
This is the Congress which talked interminably about 
tax reform but did nothing about it, largely because 
too many of its senior committee chairmen were in· 
volved in a childish quarrel about the relative prestige 
of its two houses. 
There have, perhaps, been worse Congresses, but sure-
ly few so unproductive. And the reason why this is 
so, we would suggest, is that the Congressional seniority 
system has carried too many tired, unimaginative old 
hacks into positions of almost autocratic power, particu-
larly in the House of Representatives. It is understand-
able that they should feel a strong affection for the 
past, in which some of them served their country very 
well. But it is intolerable that they should be per-
mitted so large a measure of control over the present, 
which they do not understand, or the future , which they 
are apparently unable to envision. 
The sorry record of these past twenty months should 
give us additional reason to take our right of suffrage 
more seriously than e\·er before next month. Party 
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labels mean very little. Hubert Humphrey and Her· 
man Talmadge are both Democrats, Jacob Javits and 
Karl 1\Iundt are both Republicans. 'Vhat we need to 
do is look behind the label to the man. The straight-
ticket voter is the political hack's best friend . Here 
and there, both parties are offering candidates who 
know the world of the .I ~HiO ' s and who arc not afraid 
of its challenges. Their election to Congress would be 
the indispensable first step toward those larger reforms 
which must ultimately be made in the rules and pro-
cedures of the Congress itself. But in most cases they 
will not be elected unless a fair n um her of voters break 
with the lazy habits of the past and take the time to 
do a bit of discriminating ballot-scratching. 
Some Evaluations and Recommendations 
\IVhen we said that there are first-rate men in both 
parties, we were not merely making a gesture toward 
nonpartisanship. There are such men, some of them 
candidates for re-election this year, and we would like 
to give them a plug. 
On the Democratic side, good men seeking rc-electi.on 
this year are Senators Ernest Gruening of Alaska; J. 
William Fulbright of Arkansas; A. S. l\fike 1\fonroney 
of Oklahoma; Joseph S. Clark of Pennsylvania; and 
Warren G. Magnuson of Washington. On the Republi-
can side, we think highly of Senators Thomas H. Kuchel 
of California; Thruston B. Morton of Kentucky; Jacob 
K . .Javits of New York; and George D. Aiken o[ Ver-
mont. And part! y for sen tim en tal reasons, part! y for 
the sake of maintaining intelligent and responsible 
minority leadership in the Senate, we hope that the 
Honorable Everett McKinley Dirksen will be back at 
the old stand come January, playing, as only he can 
play it, the role of the artful innocent. 
\ 'Ve shall not attempt to separate the sheep from the 
goats in the House of Representatives. The work o[ 
the House is such that an individual member must, 
almost of necessity, specia lize in some particular aspect 
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of the work, and some of the best men are hardly known 
outside their own constituencies and the House itself. 
But we have a formidable list of M.C.'s whose retire-
ment would contribute notably to the public welfare. 
Unfortunately, most of them represent safe rural dis-
tricts in the South or equally safe boss-controlled urban 
districts in the North. So why dream? But probably 
the greatest single service the average citizen can render 
his country this year is casting a cold, objective eye over 
his candidates for the House. And if neither candidate 
appears to have the qualifications which the office 
demands, it is perfectly good citizenship to cast a ballot 
of silence by refusing to vote for either candidate. 
Incidentally, most states also elect members of their 
state legislatures this year. By and large, the state 
legislative scene is one of wall-to-wall mediocrity, re-
lieved by an occasional splotch of competence and a 
few stains of venality. It is unlikely that most of our 
readers even know the names of their representatives in 
the state Senate and House of Representatives, but we 
would suggest that if they are as concerned as their 
letters indicate about the growth of Federal power at 
the expense of the states, they take a close look at whom 
they send to their legislature. They might get quite a 
shock. 
The Wall 
The first thing that has to be said about the infamous 
wall that divides East and West Berlin is that there 
would never have been a divided Berlin if the Germans 
had not lost a war in which they attempted to do to 
others what others have since done to them. So, for 
the Germans, the wall is, or should be, a tangible re-
minder that the Lord God is a jealous God Who visits 
the iniquities of the fathers upon the children unto the 
third and fourth generation of those who hate Him. 
It is the exhortation of the Apocalypse cast in. steel and 
concrete: "Be zealous, therefore, and repent." 
The second thing that has to be said about the wall is 
that it stands as a warning to other nations, our own 
included, that God balances the scales of history. To 
paraphrase our Lord: "Think ye that the Germans are 
sinners above all others?" What walls are we build-
ing for our children and grandchildren, what miseries 
are we laying up for our descendants to the third and 
fourth generation by our national sins? 
But having said both of these things, it is necessary 
to say yet a third thing: that this wall gives the ultimate 
and absolute lie to all of the idealistic pretensions of 
Communism. It exists for one purpose only, and that 
is to deny men and women a free choice between the 
kind of life which a Communist "people's republic" 
has to offer them and the kind of life which a demo-
cratic state has to offer them. No one pretends that the 
wall stands there to stem a flood of poor, tired, huddled 
masses yearning to find freedom in the Marxist workers' 
paradise. It stands there to prevent workers and peas-
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ants and intellectuals from streaming out into the 
"capitalist-imperialist jungle." 
The wall is an evil thing and must ultimately go. 
But perhaps, for the time being, it has its uses - uses 
never intended by those who built it. In Africa, in 
Asia, in South America there are millions to whom 
the claims of Communism must still seem attractive. 
Even in western Europe and in North America there 
are still some who persist in believing that the remedies 
for man's ills lie in the Pandora's box of Communism. 
We should make sure that they know about the wall 
and what it means. And we should make it equally 
clear that the man who conceived this monstrous thing 
is Nikita S. Khrushchev, the same Khrushchev whose 
image-makers have sought to portray him as a reason-
able, avuncular type with whom the West could do 
business if only it were not so irrationally suspicious. 
The Vatican Council 
Christians of all denominations who have received 
"grace seriously to lay to heart the great dangers we are 
in by our unhappy divisions" will follow with prayer-
ful concern the deliberations of this fall's Vatican 
Council. The Roman Catholic Church is our mother, 
from whose house we are, for the time being, absent in 
obedience to our Lord's demand, "He that loveth 
father or mother more than me is not worthy of me." 
We hope for the day when the invisible fellowship 
which we share with all Christians will once more be 
a visible reality in the fellowship of one Holy, Catholic, 
and Apostolic Church. 
At the moment, the barriers to such a restored fellow-
ship seem altogether insuperable. On the Protestant 
side there is a deplorable glorying in the shame of our 
denominationalism and an uncharitable delight in put-
ting the worst construction on those things which we 
do not understand in Roman Catholicism. On the 
Roman side, there are still those who insist that nothing 
is needed to restore the unity of the Church but the re-
peal of the Reformation and a reenactment of Canossa. 
And so the two great branches of Western Christendom 
speak to each other across a great gulf, four hundred 
years deep, which only the Spirit of God can bridge. 
It would be foolish and irresponsible to suggest 
that the reunion of Western Christendom can be 
achieved by reconciling any one or two points of dif-
ference. And yet, if a beginning is to be made at all, 
it must be made somewhere. We believe that there 
are two areas within which the Vatican Council could 
work toward re-establishing a framework of discussion 
with Protestants. The first of these is the doctrine of 
authority in the Church, and the second is the whole 
problem of the role of Mary in the drama of redemption. 
There are, we believe, many Protestants who are 
willing to recognize that the Bishop of Rome occupies 
a kind of position of primacy inter pares in the Church. 
This dignity does not, however, in our judgment con-
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fer upon him any power to enunciate dogma nor does 
it entitle him to claim any supremacy over the temporal 
authorities. We would be willing to show reverence 
and honor to a Bishop of Rome whose role was really 
that of the first servant of the. servants of Christ. But 
our Roman brethren will surely appreciate our frank-
ness, if not our tact, when we say that the trappings of 
the papal court and the claims of infallibility which 
the Popes have made leave the impression that they 
conceive of themselves as lords over God's heritage - a 
claim which St. Paul specifically forbids them to make. 
With respect to Marianism, the differences which di-
vide Western Christendom are, if anything, more pro-
found than those which divide them on the question of 
authority. The issue for Protestants is simply this, that 
they are unwilling to give to anyone else, even His 
blessed mother, the glory to which Christ alone is en-
titled in the Church. Confessing Christ alone as 
Mediator and Redeemer, Protestants consider it idolatry 
to acknowledge any other mediator between God and 
man; and confessing Christ alone as Redeemer, they 
pray that Rome will not make the division within 
Western Christendom unbridgeable by yielding to the 
growing pressure to proclaim Mary Co-Redemptrix. 
If our Roman brethren could be led to re-assert the 
;upremacy of the Scriptures as the only rule of faith 
and life in the Church and the uniqueness of Jesus 
Christ as the only Redeemer and Mediator between 
God and man, this fall 's council could prove to be an-
other Chalcedon. But if it concerns itself with lesser 
issues, we will be able to see it as nothing more than the 
international convention of another Christian sect. 
Magazines in Trouble 
Several months ago we commented on the problems 
of the American steel industry and we hope we showed 
a sympathetic concern for an industry in which we had 
no direct investment. This month we would like 
to call attention to the problems of an industry in 
which we have a vital stake and which we believe is, 
in its own way, as important to the nation as is the steel 
industry. This is the magazine business. 
We will start with a confession of sins. No one 
knows better than a magazine editor how shoddy and 
meretncwus many magazines are. We spent many a 
dreary hour in train stations this past summer looking 
over the magazine displays and we feel as though we 
had been swimming through a sewer. But the irony 
of it is that these junk magazines are in no trouble. It 
is the good magazines which fold or which teeter pre-
cariously on the brink of financial calamity. 
Take, for example, the really excellent magazine, 
USA I. Here was the kind of magazine any responsi-
ble, first-rate editor might have put together if he had 
been given a free hand and told to do his stuff. But 
it never caught on, and the last we heard it had 
"merged" with something called Show. 
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Or take the Satw·day Evening Post. We have heard 
all of the criticisms of the Post, but for a mass-circula-
tion magazine it has done a remarkably fine job, par-
ticularly in recent years. In the section called "Speak-
ing Out," for instance, it has given a forum to opinions 
which even some of the self-consciously intellectual 
magazines have considen!d too hot to handle. But the 
Post is in trouble, as is also its distinguished sister, the 
Ladies Home journal . And there is as yet no assurance 
that changes in the management of the Curtis Publish-
ing Company will improve their prospects. 
We have no quarrel with an economic system that 
sets a rule of "profit or perish." But we do believe 
that this rule derives its validity from the assumption 
that it operates within a society which is willing and 
able to make intelligent value judgments. There are 
those of us who believe that magazines have something 
better to contribute to our common life that gossip 
about the private lives of movie and TV celebrities or 
fold-out enticements to concupiscence. We are not 
about to · put Liz Taylor on our covers or fill our 
pages with sentimental slush. But the squeeze is on -
from rising paper costs, rising labor costs, competition 
with television, the intrusion of other interests into time 
once reserved for reading- and no one in the magazine 
business is wildly optimistic about the future. 
A Colleague Goes to Jail 
Of the many honors which have come to members 
of our staff in the past twenty-five years, none was 
greater than that which came to our contributing editor, 
Dr. Andrew Schulze, on August 28, when he was arrested 
and jailed for participating in a demonstration against 
segregation in Albany, Georgia. Dr. Schulze was one 
o( a group of Northern clergymen and laymen who 
went to Albany for the purpose of lending moral sup-
port to Dr. Martin Luther King and his associates in 
their campaign of non-violent disobedience to the 
racial laws of that community. 
Albany officials were understamlably irritated by 
what they considered the unwarranted intrusion of 
these " orthern agitators" into what they insist on re-
garding as a local problem. The chief of police, prob-
ably as reluctant as most public officials to jail mem-
bers of the clergy, asked them why they didn't stay at 
home and do something about the problem of segrega-
tion in their own communities. The answer, of course, 
is that these men had been doing a great deal about 
the problem, some of them for several decades . Their 
presence in Albany was comparable to that of combat-
tried veterans called in to reinforce a particularly 
hard-pressed sector of a battle line. 
In any case, violation of the constitutional rights of 
American citizens is not, and can not be, a purely local 
problem. Thomas Jefferson made it clear as far back 
as the war with the Barbary pirates that American 
power protects the rights of the American citizen even 
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beyond the borders of the nation, and if this is true 
certainly it must be at least equally true that the denial 
of a citizen's rights within the borders of his own 
country is a matter of concern to all of us. Small towns 
such as Albany, Georgia, are not autonomous little 
duchies, but communities within one indivisible nation 
which claims to extend liberty and justice to all. 
But does a citizen have the right to set himself up 
as a judge of what laws he will obey and what laws he 
will disobey? What about the apostolic injunction to 
"be subject to every ordinance of man for the Lord's 
sake"? 
To this we would answer that the first and great 
commandment of the Law is: "Thou shalt love the 
Lord thy God with all thy heart and with all thy 
soul and with all thy mind and with all thy strength," 
and the second commandment is like unto it: "Thou 
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." No law which for-
bids obedience, to these two great commandments is of 
any force or validity. It is manifestly impossible to 
show love to a neighbor by robbing him of his dignity 
as a man, and laws which seek to accomplish such a 
purpose must be disobeyed. Dr. Schulze and his col-
leagues were in good company when they went to jail 
because "we must obey God rather than men." It is 
we who have not been in jail who ought to be embar-
rassed, not they. 
Wish We Had Said It 
A recent issue of the Lutheran Witness carried an 
editorial which we wish we had written. Since we 
didn't, we shall quote the paragraphs which particu-
larly struck us: 
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If the church is to communicate her message to 
audiences that become utterly bored with the best 
entertainment on earth, her speakers and writers 
must refrain from stereotypes. They must pro-
claim sin and grace in language as fresh and new as 
God's daily mercies: in vivid, forceful, captivating, 
stirring words. For while divine truth is constant, 
language shifts and changes, gaining new strength 
from the currents of the present, losing old forms 
in the backwaters of the past. 
But what if a writer happens to stray from some 
trail of Scriptural truth? Even a critical reading 
of his work by others may fail to uncover the de-
viation. And there it stands in cold print! 
Shouldn't Christians judge the writer by the en-
tire thrust of his article? \Vouldn't Christian love 
suggest asking him for a clarification? Should the 
writer be "tried by journalism," convicted, and 
sentenced without being permitted to defend him-
self? 
It was to the first paragraph of this editorial that we 
found ourself speaking an especially fervent Amen. 
This is the problem: how to get a hearing, even for the 
Word of God, in an age which is bombarded with the 
sounds of many voices, most of them exhorting us to 
this or that line of action. Somehow, in this welter 
of exhortation to "buy a real cigarette," to "support 
your heart fund," to "write today," to "visit Nickey's 
Chevrolet," to "send four box-tops," the eye and the 
ear learn to ignore all imperative statements, including 
even such gracious invitations as "Believe and be saved" 
or "Come unto me, all ye that labor." 
The profoundest of truths, the most gracious of invi-
tations, if repeated often enough in the same words be-
comes a cliche. "God so loved the world," when it was 
first exploded upon an incredulous world by the pen 
of St. John, carried all of the impact of a revelation. 
But those same words, spoken today in a Sunday morn-
ing sermon, say, quite literally, nothing at all. They 
are too familiar to catch anyone's attention, and "love," 
as we understand it, is a far lesser thing than it was to 
St. John. 
So the writer tries to restore the grandeur of the reve-
lation by clothing it in new words. And sometimes 
he succeeds and sometimes he doesn't. Sometimes, in 
trying to restore its shine, he blunts its point. Some-
times, in trying to call attention to it, he vulgarizes it. 
Sometimes, in trying to re-emphasize one neglected facet 
of it, he obscures equally important facets. Words 
are surly and unwilling servants. They have to be 
watched constantly, for at the slightest opportunity they 
will go tearing off, like the crazed Gadarene swine, in 
directions which they were never intended to go. 
The temptation, then, is to play it safe, to use the old 
words, the whole phrases, the old formulae. They are 
safe because they are dead, and like well-embalmed 
corpses they may look better dead than when they 
were still alive. Throw in a sola gratia here and a 
reference to "justification by faith" there and almost any 
kind of nonsense can pass for Lutheran. But translate 
Luther literally and idiomatically into English and 
you are in trouble, for Luther does not speak in the 
cliches of piety. 
But whatever the risks, the writer who really believes 
that God has something to say to the world of the 1960's 
must try to speak His words in the language of the 
1960's, a "language as fresh and new as God's daily 
mercies." Some of us have the skill to do it, most of us 
do not. But we would join the editor of the Witness 
in an appeal to our brethren to at least let us try, and 
to be charitable with us when we fail. 
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America the Cluttered 
--------------8 y A L F R E D R. L 0 0 M A N--------
wE Americans seem determined to offend the eyes 
and ears of our fellow-Americans in every way pos-
sible. Anyone who has travelled our country's highways, 
for example, is well aware of the fact that we are far 
ahead of the Russians in one respect, that of empty 
beer can production. You don' t have to go far to see 
the evidence, because most roads are strewn with beer 
cans and bottles and similar types of litter. 
In picnic grounds a few conscientious people still 
use the baskets set up to collect trash, but it seems the 
majority prefer to leave cans, bottles, and paper plates 
right where they were used. State parks are fighting 
an apparently losing battle to keep their grounds free 
of trash because those I have seen always had their 
familiar mounds of litter in unlikely spots. In the 
Jndiana Dunes State Park, it is no longer possible to 
have an enjoyable run down a sandy hill, because now 
there are cans, and, worse, broken bottles scarring the 
face of the dunes. Bottles and cans have now taken 
over in formerly remote, pleasant picnic areas in the 
hidden recesses of the dunes. 
This summer a friend was driving us over an aban-
doned road which cuts through a forest preserve in Wis-
consin. It was probably an old logging road, but it 
has long been unused and the track is covered with 
pine needles. The forest closes in on either side of the 
road, and as we drove slowly along it occurred to us 
that this was the forest primeval. It was, until we 
came to a very small clearing deep in the forest where 
we sighted the too-familiar mound of beer cans. 
While almost every state has a'nti-litter laws, these 
are most difficult to enforce. Many more people are 
travelling now than formerly and I would gather they 
are becoming indifferent to the feelings of others. I'm 
afraid this is another manifestation of that old selfish 
''I'm all right, Jack" attitude. 
A slightly different assault to the eye is furnished at 
the entrance of most towns on the highways. First 
there is a forest of signs advertising the local businesses, 
and these are followed by a line of used-car lots, all 
decorated with strings of bare light bulbs. Interspersed 
are taverns which may look attractive at night, but in 
the daytime have the appearance of temporary struc-
tures in an old Western town. Dusty gravel driveways 
lead to these and other businesses on the approaches to 
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town. Overhead on either side of the road is a jungle 
of neon signs which, because of their very number, 
become almost meaningless. 
Once the tourist has run the gauntlet of the outlying 
businesses, he still has one or two stark and treeless sub-
divisions to traverse before he reaches the town proper. 
Approaching a town by railroad seldom gives one an 
attractive view of the city, but it is still preferable, 
since there is at least some order in the industrial area, 
to the jumble presented on the highway through town. 
The assault on the ear is more noticeable when travel-
ling, but it can still be experienced in one's home town. 
This is the wide use of portable transistor radios. At 
any ball game, at any park, at a concert, at the beach, 
even walking along the street, the tinny sound of a 
transistor radio is audible. Time was when these 
squawk boxes were carried only by teen-agers, but this 
is no longer the case. Adults can now be seen and 
heard, transistor in hand, almost anywhere, and seem-
ingly everywhere. The only thing transistor radio 
owners have in common is an addiction to the most 
inane music available. 
All the music emanating from the miniature speaker 
sounds alike, and if it were not for the fact that we are 
at peace with the Japanese, I would suspect them of 
not building a radio at all but a small phonograph 
containing a long playing record which featured Chubby 
Checkers. I don't object to anyone's listening to this 
tripe himself, but I do object to his inflicting his poor 
taste on everyone in a 30-foot radius. 
Why would anyone want to listen to a radio when 
he could be observing the beauties of Nature or the 
excitement of a ball game, or listening to the finer 
music of a concert? I wouldn't know, but I can only 
presume the radio owners have a great fear of silence, 
that they dread the moment when they may have to 
face themselves or, worse, be required to think. 
If this assault on the eye and ear becomes a trend, 
the prospects for vacation travel in the future lose some 
of their allure. I, for one, am not anticipating with 
joy some future vacation when my activity may be 
limited to glancing over a vista of litter lighted by 
purple neon while listening to some fellow-tourist's 
transistor radio. 
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T.S. Eliot--Christian I ntellectua I? 
BY ARTHUR BERINGAUSE 
Assistant Professor of English 
Queens College 
wiTH OUT doubt one of the truly great literary 
figures of our time, T. S. Eliot is widely regarded 
as a most Christian and a highly intellectual poet. 
These aspects of El iot, oddly enough, have been in-
frequently and inadequately treated by his critics who 
have not as yet traced the various ways in which Eliot 
has looked at and pictured the nature of reality. While 
Yvor Winters is fau l t-finding, R. P. Blackmur is slight 
because indirect. Kristian Smidt and Hugh Kenner 
made a good beginning, but only a beginning. 
T here are, Smidt suggests, many ways of focusing at-
tention on Eliot's work: aesthetic, anthropological, cul-
tural, e thical, historical, ideological, linguistic, philoso-
phic, phychological. We shall deal with them all and 
yet concentrate on one. An ideological approach, pre-
cisely because it places attention on meaning, enables 
the reader to elucidate this poet's most difficult verse 
and to clarify important but misconstrued aspects of 
Eliot's career and his many attempts to come to grips 
with some of the lTIOSt fundamental problems human-
kind can face. 
When exploring ideas working themselves out through 
Eliot's treatment of religion in his poetry, it is a good 
idea to let Eliot himself set the range of the investiga-
tion. An early and a late poem will do to mark off the 
limits. The early poem is relatively easy. The late 
poem is very difficu lt. 
The early first. Eliot begins The Love Song of ] . 
A !fred Prufrock: 
Let us go then, you and I, 
When the evening is spread out against the sky 
Like a patient etherised upon a table; 
Let us go, through certain half-deserted streets, 
The muttering retreats 
Of restless nights in one-night cheap hotels 
And sawdust restaurants with oyster shells: 
Streets that follow like a tedious argument 
Of insidious intent 
To lead you to an overwhelming question 
Oh, do not ask, "What is it?" 
Let us go and make our visit. 
We shall ask "What is it?" and we shall "make our 
visit." But first let us look at a later and much more 
difficult poem. In Four Quartets Eliot meditates: 
Time present and time past 
Are both perhaps present in time future, 
And time fu ture contained in time past. 
If all time is eternally present 
• An abbrev iated version of this paper was reed to the Newman Club of 
Queens College on October 11, 1961. 
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All time is unredeemable. 
What might have been is an abstraction 
Remaining a perpetual possibility 
Only in a world of speculation. 
'Vhat might have been and what has been 
Point to one end, which is always present. 
Footfalls echo in the memory . 
He concludes: 
At the still point of the turning world. Neither 
flesh nor fleshness; 
Neither from nor towards; at the still point, there 
the dance is, 
But neither arrest nor movement. And do not call 
it fixity, 
Where past and future are gathered. Neither 
movement from nor towards, 
Neither ascent nor decline. Except for the point, 
the still point, 
There would be no dance, and there is only the 
dance. 
I can only say, there we have been: but I cannot 
say where. 
And I cannot say, how long, for that is to place it 
in time. 
Despite their difficulty, Eliot's poems open readily 
to an ideological approach. All his works are trans-
criptions of experience, the consequence of deep feeling 
and much speculation. And so there is a valid basis on 
which to proceed. The field is clear, exploration prac-
ticable. 
It would be instructive along the way to trace with 
the critics the influence of many writers on Eliot. 
There is Joyce, who swayed him powerfully even 
though their working methods seem so different. Joyce, 
moving out from a few insights and many ideas, took 
786 pages to reveal the paralysis of Dublin. Eliot, 
moving in toward many insights and few ideas, took 
433 lines to portray the death-in-life of London. There 
is the relationship of Eliot and Pound, or Arnold Ben-
nett, or Virginia Woolf, or any of a host of other 
writers. For Eliot, scholar and conscientious craftsman, 
remained under the tutelage of contemporaries until 
he was well past thirty years of age. And, of course, 
he never ceased learning from writers of the past. 
But it will be more fruitful to deal strictly with the 
influences on religion in Eliot's poe try. For that pur-
pose two classifications are necessary. As part of a 
tentative definition, one can divide religion into three 
phases: the search for ideal values in the ideal life; the 
practices considered necessary for the search; and the 
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theology or world view needed to encompass search, 
practices, and their relationship to the universe. Purely 
for convenience, one may divide Eliot's career into 
three stages: early, with the chief characteristic being 
religious doubt; middle, with the outstanding trait be-
ing spiritual conviction and the quest for adoption of 
a specific religion; and late, with the outstanding pre-
occupation being construction of a religious philosophy. 
Dates, chosen exactly, would limit and bind for many 
reasons, some of which are the fragmentary composition 
of the poems, balance with events in Eliot's life, ana-
logies with his prose. The periods of Eliot's career, 
nevertheless, may be loosely divided as follows - early: 
through the Sweeney poems and ending about 1920; 
middle: past The Waste Land to Ash Wednesday and 
1930; late: including Four Qum·tets and the plays, and 
continuing on to this very moment. 
There is one hazard. "Footfalls echo in the mem-
ory ... " warns Eliot. And so they do to readers of his 
poetry. It is almost as if all his work were one con-
tinuous poem. Traces of the early poems reverberate 
in the later and produce uncanny effects. Allusions 
are added to symbols used heretofore, thus piling up 
meaning on meaning until the reader knows not where 
to stop. The reader feels compelled to return to the 
earlier poems in search of meanings he did not recog-
nize but which he now perceives were there, latent 
ami implied. The reader feels almost as though Eliot 
has deliberately returned to what was originally an 
inchoate explication in hopes of achieving an integrated 
and completed summary of his life experience. Thus, 
even as M. C. Bradbrook has warned, it is easy in view 
of what the reader knows of the later poems to dis-
tort the earlier and their significance. 
Early Eliot 
Eliot, scion of a Unitarian family, was always con-
cious of moral and spiritual values, but he lost his 
thin religious belief rather early. At Harvard he read 
the works of the neo-idealist, F. H. Bradley, especially 
Appearance and Reality: A Metaphysical Essay (1893), 
and was overwhelmed. Eliot decided to take his doc-
torate in philosophy, specializing in idealism and writ-
ing on Bradley. He completed the required work -
even the thesis, a defense of Bradley's skepticism. But 
World War I held him back from obtaining the degree. 
Bradley's theories influenced Eliot profoundly, and 
they are directly reflected in the poetry. Holding 
that we can never know other than appearance if we 
depend on logic and experience, Bradley insisted that 
each of us is a prisoner of his personality, which colors 
the world so that we can never perceive accurately. 
We can never communicate fully with another human 
being because we distort experience. Only through 
intuition is it possible to glimpse true reality. The 
difficulty with such a glimpse, though, is that memory 
distorts the experience. Therefore, contends Bradley, 
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we can never know anything except that we know 
nothing. 
No wonder that in his early poems Eliot views the 
world as a series of evanescent impressions. In M oming 
at the Window he is "aware of the damp souls of house-
maids" and of a passerby's smile "that hovers in the air 1 
And vanishes along the level of the roofs." "The 
morning comes to consciousness," Eliot says in P1·eludes 
"With the other masquerades; That time resumes," and 
he complains that he has "watched the night revealing/ 
The thousand sordid imagesjOf which your soul was 
constituted ... " What Eliot accomplishes here is the 
melting of any distinction between the outer and 
inner life, so that in line with Bradley's dicta we do 
not know what true reality is. The reader, ·the poet 
tries to convey, can know only impressions, only ap-
pearances. Even those cannot be trusted. In Rhapsody 
on a Windy Night Eliot intones: "The memory throws 
up high and dryjA crowd of twisted things . .. " 
Bradley reinforces the theme of loneliness and isola-
tion so apparent in the early Eliot. Conversation 
Galante and Hysteria portray the inability of even 
sensitive people to feel with one another and to com-
municate, for the days burst into "fragments" and one 
person's mood causes misinterpretation of that of an-
other: "our mad poetics to confute." Eliot, following 
Bradley, views love as frustration in Portrait of a Lady, 
where he remarks: "My self-possession gutters; we are 
really in the dark." La Figlia Che Piange pictures 
man's inability to maintain human ties or his connec-
tion with true reality: 
So I would have had him leave, 
So I would have had her stand and grieve, 
So he would have left 
As the soul leaves the body torn and bruised, 
As the mind deserts the body it has used. 
Not all is Bradley. Like many another young man · · 
Eliot enjoys ripping and tearing at the high and 
mighty. In Mr. Appolinax he sneers at Bertrand Rus-
sell, the world renowned philosopher "whose passionate 
talk devoured the afternoon" albeit in a "dry" (and 
thus unproductive) fashion. And there is much blas-
phemy in the early poems, as in Mr. Eliot's Sunday 
Morning Service, where Eliot receives wry enjoyment 
from the contrast between Sweeney in his bath and 
Christ baptized in the Jordan. 
Notwithstanding the shell of self-assurance, there 
are intimations of schizophrenia and fear in Eliot's 
early period as in The Love Song of]. Alfred Prufrock, 
wherein neither Eliot nor Prufrock dare to ask the 
"overwhelming question" and "force the moment [of 
Bradleyan intuition and perception of true reality] to 
its crisis." Prufrock's description of God as "the eternal 
Footman" reflects the sophistication and terror implicit 




During the second stage of his career, Eliot searched 
almost desperately for a world culture as well as for 
order and authority. Europe seemed to be falling apart 
before his very eyes. Philosophy offered little but clues 
to clues to the meaning of it all. And so he turns to 
science and religion, an odd but vital coupling, for 
insight into the history and destiny of the human race. 
·Eliot, as we have seen, had always had mystical hints 
in his own memory of a vanished spiritual past but be-
cause of Bradley he could not trust them. Now he 
leans on anthropology for guidance. Such a book as 
Frazer's The Golden Bough, he insists, should be re-
garded as a revelation of a vanished mind of which 
ours is the continuation. In The Waste Land, there-
fore, Eliot deals with fertility rites which hint at funda-
mental and eternal religious truths. Nor does Eliot 
neglect the experience of other individuals. He draws 
on the works of many authors and of many historical 
personages. His quest is like that of Omar in Fitz-
gerald's Rubaiyat, who sought from scholarly and 
pious men the secret of life, of some sign of the perma-
nent in the temporary. 
Eliot also studies various and sundry of the world's 
religions. Always interested in Patanjali, reputedly the 
founder of Yoga, Eliot calls for discipline and asceti-
cism. The passionless peace of Hinduism and the 
Bhagavad-Gita attracts him as does the Nirvana of 
Buddhism. More and more he turns to mysticism. 
Thus "Datta," "Dayadhvam," and "Damyatta," admo-
nitions of the thunder (that is, of God) in The Waste 
Land, indicate man's need to surrender to something 
outside himself if he is to transcend his isolation and 
escape the disorder of his own spirit by establishing con-
tact with true reality. In this way, thinks Eliot, modern . 
man can reinherit and revitalize the European tradition. 
The JVaste Land, as a result, ends with "Shantih," 
which signifies union with the divine, the only abode 
of true existence. Eliot would take his grist to a mystic 
miller. 
The findings of psychology seemed to reinforce Eliot's 
religious researches. Freud had guessed that in our 
minds linger hints and relics of the past of all mankind. 
.Jung went further, postulating a collective unconscious, 
that is the idea that each of us inherits in his uncon-
scious mind a storehouse of all the important spiritual 
experiences of the human race. These, asserts .Jung, 
can be communicated by means of archetypal images, 
images which throughout the history of man have held 
the same (or very nearly the same) values- as darkness 
for evil, light for heavenly radiance. 
Christianity for many reasons exerts the most power-
ful attraction on Eliot, as we shall see, even though he 
later calls it in The Idea of a Christian Society not a 
religion but a dogma with intellectual laws. Accep-
tance came hard. In The Hollow Men Bradley, who 
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refused to admit that the mind through logical rela-
tions can turn potentiality into actuality, once again 
interferes. Says Eliot: 
Between the idea 
And the reality 
Between the motion 
And the act 
Falls the shadow 
As yet Eliot has not formed a philosophy either to 
counter or to incorporate Bradley's "disillusioned skep-
ticism." This he develops slowly, ever so slowly, after 
his conversion in 1927 to the Anglican faith. Thus it 
is that at last in Ash Wednesday Eliot finds himself. 
Cleverly he chooses the one day of the church calendar 
when a man of little belief would feel most at home. 
This is not to say that the poem is an escape from the 
problems of life raised by Bradley. Quite the reverse. 
After years of thought and study, Eliot finds true reality 
by unfolding and directly exploring the traditional 
symbols of the Anglican Church: the Virgin, God the 
Father, and the Holy Ghost. At last Eliot can 
pray to God to have mercy upon us 
And I pray that I may forget 
These matters that with myself I too much discuss 
Too much explain 
In this dramatic portrayal of his achievement of 
belief despite the complexities of existence, Eliot finally 
rejects the emptiness of his past attitudes. Now that 
he has come close to union with the divine he feels a 
renewal of desire for the life of the senses. He has at 
last asked Prufrock's "overwhelming question," and he 
has obtained many rewards not the least of which is 
joy in place of his past hopelessness: 
And the lost heart stiffens and rejoices 
ln the lost lilac and the lost sea voices 
And smell renews the salt savor of the sandy earth 
Late Eliot 
Out of many mystical elements and examples Eliot 
fuses a system. It is not always coherent, and it con-
tains many paradoxes. He learns much from Chris-
tian, if negative, mystics like St. John of the Cross, who 
would gain reality by denial of such things as earthly 
love. He learns much from Oriental mystics who teach 
him control, the denial of his personality. At long last 
(even though he still agrees with Bradley that, because 
man's ideas must be mental images, appearance is not 
true reality) he is able to arrive at the truth by means 
of intuition. In Bradleyan terms, he reaches true 
reality "by going beyond the finite centre into the 
absolute." 
A chief symbol for Eliot now is the archetypal image 
of the wheel. Heraclitus employed the wheel as an 
indication of ubiquitous and continuous change, as a 
picture of the fixed in the flux of things. Buddha pic-
tured it as the wheel of lire which purifies man. The 
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Bhagavad-Gita regards the wheel as the symbol of 
birth and rebirth. Medieval thinkers considered time 
as a great wheel ever turning but at whose center is 
the still point, that is, true reality. 
Eliot thus overcomes Bradley's objection that time as 
a standard of comparison is an illusion. Eliot's logic 
is different from that of Bradley, who had suggested 
that truth can be reached only by arrangement of ex-
perience into relations and qualities. In Eliot's poetry 
at this stage of his career, time and space are not the 
governing categories - emotion and mystical moment 
are. The symbols of Four Qum·tets express Eliot's 
deepest thoughts and feelings as if they were sensory 
experiences in the outer world. Where in The Waste 
Land Eliot had employed myth in an attempt to pierce 
to the truth at the heart of existence because his 
anthropological studies had convinced him that myth 
produced the only universal language for human beings, 
the same in every culture and for every stage of history, 
in Four Quartets Eliot employs mythic reference and 
symbolic language to penetrate into the deepest layer 
of his being, into what Bradley had called the one 
significant source of knowledge and wisdom: "My real 
personal self which orders my world is in truth in-
separably one with the Universe. Behind me the ab-
solute reality works through and in union with myself, 
and the world which confronts me is at bottom one 
thing in substance and in power with this reality." 
Contemporary science and philosophy appeared to 
support Eliot's conclusions. Bergson and Einstein had 
changed previous conceptions of time to show its fluidity 
and relativity. The thinking of great religious figures 
of the past seemed to agree! St. Augustine, investigat-
ing the possibilities of time, thought that the present 
influences the past even as the future does the present. 
And so Eliot finds a way of gaining insight into the 
destiny of the human race and of obtaining · a world 
culture. He now perceives time as a beginning and 
ending, as changing but standing still, as a destroyer 
which preserves, as unredeemable but redeemed. With 
the conviction of a rationalist he attributes his in-
sight to Christianity and the Anglican tradition. 
There is many a neat tie-in of all the elements in 
Eliot's career in Fow· Qua1·tets. Anthropological lore 
gives ftdded meaning to the dance around the fire in 
the first section of "East Coker." The pattern of the 
dance has links with the philosophy of F. H. Bradley, 
as well as with that of Aristotle, who also thought that 
if we could detect a pattern in experience we might 
apprehend true reality. 
A mystical experience of the Whole has transformed 
for Eliot the character of existence and the range of 
possible experience. No longer need he worry that ap-
pearance is not true reality or fear the imposition of 
his personality. With all of life fitting into the scheme 
of things, he can even account for sin. He quotes with 
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approval the assertion of Dame Juliana of Norwich, 
the late fourteenth-century recluse, "Sin is behovely," 
that is it serves a good purpose, and thus is a good -
in Eliot's case an aesthetic good because sin awakens 
his feelings in a moral reaction and enables him to write. 
Now the poems quoted at the beginning of this ex-
ploration of Eliot's ideas can be elucidated. By means 
of the image of the patient and the evening spread 
out against the sky in the Prufrock poem, Eliot is 
trying to say that appearance is only an illusion (this is 
one image, paradoxically, that cannot be viewed) and 
that man's major purpose is to search beyond the illu· 
sian to the "overwhelming question." The quotations 
from Four Qum·tets ask and answer the question by 
conveying Eliot's apprehension of individual experience 
and his quest for spiritual salvation. The meditation 
on time illustrates Eliot's idea that while time appears 
to change it remains the same in the eternal mind, 
in God. His use of the "still point of the turning 
world" continues the idea, adding that one can reach 
true reality only through mysticism which places one 
in tune with and at the heart of the universe. There, 
in the mystical state, is the pattern of reality. 
Several conclusions can be drawn from our explora-
tion of the ways in which Eliot squeezed out of his 
feelings, thought, and experience a theological · expla-
nation of reality. 
The extent to which Eliot's poetry is concerned with 
religious belief is matched only by the degree of his 
anxiety to escape from the horror of a civilization in 
decay. Dominated by scholarship in philosophy and 
anthropology, Eliot ransacked history and all beliefs 
so that he could encompass the dilemmas of his time 
in a belief valid for all time. Mistrusting, then despis-
ing, and at last fearing everything local and close - in-
dividual judgment, his own personality - Eliot looked 
for some external authority having nothing to do with 
accidents of nature and everything to do with reality. 
The search ever-present in his poetry moved from art 
and degradation to dogma, from aesthetics to religion 
and sublimity. 
There are many non-Christian elements in this sup-
posedly most Christian of poets. A Buddhist could 
read many a line of Four Qum·tets without fear of 
contravening his own belief. Eliot has faith in strange 
and private teleological visions, and he seeks relief for 
his feelings outside the Christian religion. He avoids 
the ideal of the brotherhood of man, and he seems to 
be searching not for communion but for non-being. 
This is why he envisions Christianity primarily as a 
system for organizing a stable society. This is why he 
joined the Anglican Church rather than some other 
branch of Christianity, for it is an established church, 
a part of the government and polity of England, and 
thus it satisfies his desire for order, control, discipline 
which in his private life he finds in mysticism. 
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This seemingly intellectual poet, finding in the self-
mortification of Yoga and the austerities of Buddhism 
answers to his religious needs, gives non-intellectual 
disciplines first place in his philosophic outlook. H e 
adopts ancient but highly subjective views of reality. 
In Four Quartets he employs the Hindu conception of 
the lotus as a symbol of true reality of which sensible 
things are only a fragment. And he reaches the point 
where he specifically excludes the intellectual from 
poetry. In The Music of Poetry he insists that poetry 
venture far beyond the mind to a realm where mean-
ingless meanings predominate. 
There are many contradictions and changes of ground 
in Eliot. While accepting Christian dogma as a means 
not an end, he reaches for something higher and enter-
tains his own visions of reality. In "The Function of 
Criticism" he states categorically that literature is auto-
telic, that it is self-governing and can be criticized only 
on its own terms. In "Religion and Literature" he 
counters by demanding that literature be judged on 
Christian concepts of morality and idea. 
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AND ADDED ATTRACTIONS 
Conspirators wink out at us, 
havocs and controversies grimace 
from the super-wide screen; 
gravestones in New England 
say the dead are resting. 
We watch exhaling volcanoes, 
an avalanche of butterflies, 
and life being scowled at 
by peons through music 
belonging to Bechuanalancl. 
Hanel in hand we sit through 
a panorama with hunters 
Hemingway-bristled, with 
pulsing chests, piggy-backing 
or straddling lifeless game. 
We don't speak the language, 
but blink our understanding, 
with half our religion held 
in abeyance, and home rendered 
as humble as a farmer's credo. 
DAVID CORNEL DEJONG 
Withal, T. S. Eliot is not dishonest. Possf.ssecl of 
integrity and courage, he has not feared to reveal him-
self, his experience, his emotions, his personal and artis-
tic development. The world's greatest living poet, 
T. S. Eliot looms large on the literary horizon because 
he has consistently dipped into his blood for ink. He 
seeks not so much to mix religions as to knit together 
our cultural inheritance so that we - like him - may 
bring penitence to living. Today, more than seventy 
years of age, he accepts the conclusion of Four Quartets: 
Old men ought to be explorers 
Here and there does not matter 
We must be still and still moving 
Into another intensity 
For a further union, a deeper communion 
Through the dark cold and the empty desolation, 
The wave cry, the wind cry, the vast waters 
Of the petrel and the porpoise. In my end is my 
beginning. 
THE THIN LINE OF SKY 
The poison-ivy covers the hills 
Under the pines. The harebells 
Shudder on the slopes and beach pea 
Purples the sand. In the hollows 
The evening primrose breeds 
Brittle flowers for winter bouquets. 
Dry ponds leave scum and skeletons 
Of small, bone-white snails to share 
The inevitable sun, bleaching the oil 
From the shore. Ore ships glide in 
Across the glutted sun, the air stained 
By the blossoming flowers of smoke. 
Who returns wearily to this place, 
Where sea, sky, shore are one shape, 
Where the pungent incense of cottonwoods, 
Quick grass and old fish rises leisurely? 
My feet are hindered in the sand 
As I return here unasked to the thin 
Line of sky, where even the ships 
Are unwelcome shadows on the sun. 
PEG CARLSON 
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When Two Equals One 
By JAMES c. CROSS 
Executive Director 
Lutheran Social Welfare Services of Texas 
T"E church, especially its pastor and social workers, 
continually sees the tragic results of family discord 
and strife. Almost every counseling situation with 
which we deal involves a serious breakdown in husband-
and-wife relationships, or in parent-child relationships. 
The number of unwed mothers increases each year ... 
marital difficulty abounds ... an increasing number 
of children need care away from their own homes, 
either temporarily or permanently . .. mental illness 
among parents is increasingly prevalent. 
The church connection of our troubled families and 
children gives us further cause for concern, if not 
alarm. Contrary to popular belief, most of the people 
who seek the help of our pastors and social workers 
are not, so to speak, fringe Lutherans. Instead, the 
vast majority of our broken homes, illegitimate births, 
delinquencies, and other social and emotional prob-
lems stem from those who are baptized, confirmed, and 
members in good standing ~n their congregations. These 
facts about the church connection of these troubled 
people is, to a degree, an indictment of how lightly we 
and our fellow redeemed have often taken the matter 
::>f family relationships, and how important it is for us 
to focus on this problem today and in the future. 
The writer would be the first to admit that the fol-
lowing article is far from conclusive or authoritative. 
His Scriptural insights are quite limited, and this 
shortcoming will soon become evident to you, the reader. 
(This is not an appeal for sympathy, but simply a 
statement of fact.) If the term "exploratory" still has 
validity, it might be properly applied to the propositions 
and conclusions which are offered here. 
The Basic Elements of Christian Marriage 
Before we can speak of the issue of marital prob-
lems, let us first examine together the implications of 
God's Word as it applies to marriage and the family. 
Let us first try to understand what God intended mar-
riage to be when he instituted it. In only one very 
limited sense do the Church and society agree about 
marriage; that is, that marriage is the status of union 
between one man and one woman, established and sus-
tained by their mutual consent. From that point on, 
the Church and the world are poles apart. The man-
ner in which marital unity is to be achieved, the pur-
poses of marriage, and the permanence of the marital 
bond are in no sense the same for both the Christian 
and the unbeliever. 
Through the parallel between marriage and Christ's 
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relationship to His Church, we are given some insights 
into the true nature of marriage. The first of these is 
that marriage is an indissoluble covenant enduring 
throughout life. God's creation of Eve and Adam, 
described in the second chapter of Genesis, makes it 
clear that man and woman belong to one another. 
Marriage is not, therefore, a temporary and accidental 
event in the life of two persons. Rather it institutes 
a genuine unity, planned by God for that purpose. As 
the Creator says, "The two shall become one." God's 
arithmetic becomes clearer when we consider yet another 
text from Genesis: "It is not good that man should 
live alone." As disturbing as this may be to our respec-
tive egos, the marriage union of a Christian man and 
woman should cause both to lose their former identities, 
and a new being to emerge which has a character, tem-
perament, and other personality characteristics all of 
its own. Just as two physical elements, such as oxygen 
and hydrogen, combine under certain special circum-
stances to form a new substance, water, so should a man 
and woman in Christian marriage form a new identity, 
with the Holy Spirit serving as the catalyst. Just as the 
properties of two physical elements have to die so that 
water may come into being, so both spouses also die in 
a sense so that they may be one in wedlock. Thus, a 
person who enters into marriage is no longer a person 
with his own needs, wants, goals, and desires. Instead, 
he and his spouse as one now have needs, wants, goals, 
and desires. For through God 2 equals 1. 
A second essential characteristic of a Christian mar-
riage is the fact that it is an exclusive fellowship be-
tween two persons. While married people share and 
enjoy friendships and relationships with others, the na-
ture, quality, intensity, and purpose of their connections 
with other persons are inherently different from their 
marital relationship. Strange as it may sound or seem, 
a spouse is no longer capable of relating to anyone or 
anything on a person-to-person basis. In all of his asso-
ciations, he represents no longer himself, but his mar-
riage - the new being. He cannot do otherwise, for 
his former identity as a separate person no longer exists. 
The third principle of a Christian marriage also 
flows from the matter of unity - husbands and wives 
enter into an obligation to each other with respect to 
all that they are and possess. If anywhere true, it 
should be true in Christian marriage that neither can 
say of himself that he possesses anything of his own; 
both have everything in common, not only goods, 
leisures, strengths, but also joys, sorrows, hopes, and 
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fears. Marital life is not a mutual exchange of services, 
but a living fellowship in which each takes all that he 
has and uses it for the other for the sake of the love of 
God. Each marital partner would only rob the other 
if each gave less than his or her whole person in all of 
its physical and mental aspects and all of its social and 
economic implications. This requirement of complete-
ness and exclusiveness, and of mutual giving and serv-
ing, often presses hard on us. We would like to have 
a little freedom and authority over what is "ours" and 
over ourselves. But the more one lives for the other in 
marriage - indeed, the more one lives for the marriage 
itself - the greater is the freedom the spouses give to 
one another. Then they truly enjoy freedom, because 
it is no longer the kind of freedom which stems from 
mutual indifference, when each allows the other to go 
his own way without caring. Instead, it is proof of 
the other's love, a love which respects our peculiarities 
and differences. 
Some Causes of Marital Conflict 
Let us now consider some of the reasons why so many 
of our Christian marriages fail to achieve what God has 
intended them to be in the way of permanence, happi-
ness, and accord. As we have seen, one of the primary 
goals of Christian marriage is an abiding unity between 
husband and wife. As the Bible puts it, "They should 
be of one flesh." Both from within themselves as well 
as from without, Christian couples are constantly under 
temptation and pressure to thwart this purpose. Es-
pecially in our own country, we are subject to a particu-
lar temptation, which stems from the concept of the 
equality of the sexes. Certainly no conscientious Chris-
tian can question the wisdom or right of women to vote, 
to hold office, to receive the same wages as a man who 
holds a comparable position; in short, both man and 
woman, husband and wife, should have the same respon-
sibilities, privileges, and protections under the law. In 
this sense, the sexes are or should be equal. 
But to confuse such equality in political, economic, 
and even moral matters with the relationship of hus-
band and wife within marriage is disastrous. In order 
that we may understand how destructive this concept is, 
we first need to consider the meaning of the term, 
"equal" or "equals." To be "equal" means that the two 
persons or things under consideration must be identical 
in their nature, purposes, functions, and all other re-
spects. From this definition, we can clearly see that 
husbands and wives can hardly be looked upon as 
equals. They differ physically, functionally, psycho-
logically, and in other important respects. When hus-
bands and wives ignore such differences, and proceed 
as if they were equals, their regard for one another in 
marriage is at best a kind of enlightened self-interest. 
In short, "If I am nice to Mary, she'll be nice to me." 
When there is such an emphasis on equality, there can-
not be the oneness, the unity, the identity of interest 
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and common cause. God's marriage mathematics, 2 
equals l, is denied; the arithmetic of the Old Adam, I 
plus 1 equals two, is substituted. 
Such an emphasis upon equality in marriage is also 
destructive in yet another respect. Is any human being 
really satisfied to be considered as equal to someone 
else? Even within the consecrated Christian, there are 
continuous stirrings and urgings, not to merely "keep 
up with the Joneses," but to be superior to them. In 
short, when we start with the assumption of equality 
in marriage, we are sowing the seeds of dissatisfaction, 
discontent, and unrest, for the marital partners will be 
constantly tempted, often with some success, to depart 
from their supposedly equal status so that they may 
become "superior" to the other spouse. 
The relationship between Christ and His Church 
again points up the complete inadequacy of the equali-
ty approach to marriage. In no sense can we say that 
Christ and the Church are equals, for again, to be 
equal means that the two things or persons must be of 
identical value. Both Christ and the Church are es-
sential to our salvation. Christ is our Savior; without 
Him, we would never be acceptable in God's sight. 
The Church is Christ's own creation; by the Holy Spirit, 
the Church serves as the means by which we are brought 
by grace to faith in Christ. Thus Christ and His 
Church are essential and inseparable for our salvation; 
but they are not equal. Likewise, there can be no mar-
riage without both husband and wife, but they are not 
equals. 
If Christ is one with us in our marriage, the issue of 
equality is as irrevelant as the choice of my shaving 
lotion is to my salvation. Only in one sense are marital 
partners equal - God is equally concerned with their 
salvation. For them to consider themselves as equals 
from any other standpoint cannot help but divide 
rather than unite them. Sometimes, however, we hear 
the statement that unless a husband and wife consider 
themselves as equals, they will exploit one another. 
While this may well apply to other marriages, it should 
not apply to Christian marriages. Can any of us con-
ceive of Christ acting against the best interests of His 
Church, or the Church, when properly motivated, de-
faming or defying its Savior? Of course not; it is un-
thinkable. Since all Christians in marriage are to pat-
tern themselves after the relationship between Christ 
and His Church, the likelihood of one spouse exploit-
ing the other should be similarly inconceivable. Hus-
bands and wives are not equals, for the simple but mys-
terious truth of the matter is that in a Christian mar-
riage, they are not two but one. 
The false concept of marital equality is not the only 
factor which can weaken and destroy a marriage. The 
lack of communication - or communion, if you will -
between husband and wife can be just as destructive. 
Simply put, when Mary has a problem or indeed even a 
joy, she doesn't discuss it with her husband John. 1£ 
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John is worked up about something, within or ~ithout 
the marriage, Mary is often the last to hear, 1f ever. 
So very often, spouses do not share or communicate with 
one another until a crisis arises. 
As strange as it may seem, the procedures of church 
discipline as described by our Lord in the 18th Chapter 
of Saint Matthew also have implications for marriage. 
We are told that if a brother offends us, we are first to 
go to him alone, and discuss it with him. If he will 
not listen, we are to take others into our confidence, 
such as our pastors or an elder, and discuss it again with 
our brother. If he still does not respond, we are to tell 
it to the church. Finally, if all efforts fail, our brother 
is to be cut from the fellowship of the church. The 
important thing to note is this - when one brother 
gives the other brother offense, the problem is to be 
attacked on a person-to-person basis. The affected 
brothers are to deal with one another in love so that 
they may be reconciled. No one else is to be involved 
unless the brothers cannot by the Holy Spirit reach an 
:tccord. 
This same principle - working out problems person· 
to-person, face to face - should apply in marriage as 
well as within the Church. Unfortunately, so many 
Christian couples skip over this first basic step - they 
do not share, they do not communicate as the unity of 
their marriage impels them to do. If the spouses of-
fend one another, they avoitl one another, and dash 
on to the second, third, or even fourth stage of "mar-
riage discipline." 
They pour out their grievances to their relatives, 
friends, and pastor, or skip on to legal separation or 
divorce, which is analogous to excommunication from 
the Church. This is not to say that relatives, friends, 
pastors, or counselors may not have something to con-
tribute to the stability, unity, and happiness of a mar-
riage. But their efforts cannot take the place of marital 
communion. To rephrase a popular commercial, "If 
a marriage hasn't got it there, it hasn't got it." If a 
husband and wife have sincerely and in love com-
muned over a problem, and have not been able to solve 
it, and together as one seek outside help, then chances of 
their healing the breech are very great. If instead, they 
ignore their communion, and reach out for help as in-
dividuals rather than as one, their marriage is doomed 
either to destruction or to a cold-war type of existence. 
In addition to the false concept of equality, and the 
lack of communion, there are many other factors which 
can sabotage marital relationships. Ultimately, they all 
stem from the same source, our sinful pride, our need 
to defend our own integrity, individuality, and perso-
nality, our sense of importance and worth. Essentially, 
marriage under God is to effect a unity which necessi-
tates the "destruction" of the two persons who existed 
separately prior to the marriage ceremony. 1 t is in a 
sense similar to Holy Baptism, in which the person in-
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valved "dies" as a child of this world and is born again 
as a child of God. Just as the adopted child of God 
will be continuously tempted by his old Adam, so also 
will those composing a Christian marriage be tempted 
to think of themselves as separate creatures rather than 
as the one new integrated being which God has 
made of them. Just as the Devil will tempt us to assert 
our independence of God, so also will he tempt us to 
assert our independence of our marriage and our marital 
partner. 
· The temptations may come in forms such as these. 
Mary is confronted with a problem; she believes that it 
would unnecessarily concern and upset John if she 
shared it with him; because she loves him, she will 
protect him from this unnecessary pain and stress. Be-
sides this, she can handle the problem herself. What 
he doesn't know won't hurt him, what he doesn't know 
can't hurt him. Such an approach, though it takes the 
form and guise of married love, does violence to marital 
unity and communion. John is displeased with his 
wife's standards of housekeeping. He fears that Mary 
would be. upset and take offense if he brought the mat-
ter up, so he says nothing, but broods about it. John 
sincerely believes that he is a Christian practicing pa-
tience and forbearance and that by doing so he is pre-
serving the unity of their marriage. Actually, John is 
right in a limited way. He is practicing Christian for-
bearance, but the important word here is "practicing," 
for John is really unable to forget his wife's offense. 
From the standpoint of the world, he may be preserving 
the unity of their marriage by trying to ignore some-
thing that really bothers him. Yet he is destroying the 
very integrity of the marriage by his refusal to communi-
cate with Mary about his concern. In both cases, Mary 
and John are resorting to self-deception- no matter how 
successful they may be in masking their real motivations, 
at heart their love, their forebearance, their unselfish-
ness is only a mask for pride. 
The Only Solution 
What can be done to break this vicious circle? What's 
the answer to this dilema? Nothing more and nothing 
less than an ever growing and increasing comprehension 
of the nature and purpose of Christian marriage, earn-
estly sought by husband and wife in Scripture and ful-
filled by the Holy Spirit. There are no gimmicks 
here - no shortcuts - nor, indeed, any need of them. 
'"'e have been loved by God to the infinite extent that 
He has sacrificed His only begotten Son for our salva-
tion. Through faith in Christ, we - sinful as we are 
- possess this selfless, integrating love without measure 
since we are members of His Body. He will richly bless 
us . and freely provide us with all that we need in our 
family relationships. In our Savior's own words, if 
"we knock," if "we seek," we "will find." Only through 
the Lord can two become one. Only through the Lord 
may we have a meaningful family life. 
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The Hairy Ticks 
(A Fable for Woodsmen's Pals & Other Conservatives) 
BY WAYNE SAFFEN 
Pastor, the Lutheran Campus Parish 
University of Chicago 
ONCE upon a time the forests and mountains were 
full of happy ticks. They came to be selective in 
their associations with other animals, avoiding some 
and seeking the company of others. A certain con-
sciousness of their identity made them proud of their 
distinctive role in animal society. To be sure, other 
insects were their enemies and their reluctant hosts. 
Dogs and other quadrupeds and a few bipeds were not 
favorably disposed towards them and would engage in 
peridoic forays !Jent upon the suppression, if not the 
extinction, of tickdom. They never quite achieved 
social respectability and were by some regarded as worth 
nothing but to be ground underfoot. Had there been 
ingenious crosses, they might even have been crucified, 
but usually death came by stoning, crushing, or some-
times by fire. Nevertheless, there was a solid allegiance 
in tickdom. 
Then that vile serpent, the earthworm, in company 
with a salamander, accosted two rocky-mountain ricks 
on vacation in a forest. In an unusual display of good 
feeling the four small creatures engaged in a conversa-
tion about how things were going in the various strata 
of forest society. The earthworm relayed the news of 
how the human biped was engaged in wars of extinction 
over differing beliefs. "How silly," said one of the ticks. 
"What shall become of us if the intellectuals of the 
animal kingdom act this way?" 
The earthworm said: "Don't you know? The con-
tagion will spread. Before long it will all be changed. 
Not only will each of us be faced with natural enemies, 
but we shall turn upon each other: worm against worm, 
salamander against salamander, tick against tick." That 
dire prophecy left the ticks laughing. But that subtle 
worm said: "Don't laugh. Rather be on the watch. 
Look out for ticks with hairs." Then the earthworm 
burrowed in a hole and the salamander slid over a log, 
leaving the two ticks speechless. 
For the first time, the ticks became conscious of hairs. 
One pointed to the legs of the other and said: "Did 
you know that you have hairs on your legs? You are 
one of those hairy ticks." Horrified, the guilty tick 
looked at his legs. Sure enough, there were the hairs for 
all to see. Looking at the other tick, he said: "You 
have them, too." What should they do? Supposing 
they ran into other ticks, strangers in a strange wood in 
a strange world, and the other ticks should spot them 
as hairy ticks? They found a road which cut through 
the forest and skirted the grass edge to make a run for 
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it, if necessary. Wouldn't it be terrible to be cast away, 
exiled from tickdom, or even killed for being hairy 
ticks? Suddenly there was a ray of hope. They read 
a Burma Shave sign. It seemed that there was a way 
of getting rid of unwanted hair. They resolved to find 
this Burma Shave and try it. 
The road led into a village, where the two ticks 
foraged in the alleys, looking for Burma Shave. They 
came across an old Burma Shave can and a discarded 
razor blade in a trash barrel. Carefully and painfully 
they lathered their legs and shaved off the offending 
hairs. Now, with smooth legs, they felt confident again. 
They were just in time. On the other side of the 
village they ran into a group of ticks and warned them 
against the hairy ticks, telling them all that the worm 
and the salamander had cautioned them against. The 
new party of ticks became hair conscious and, following 
the directions of the two newly shaved, these ticks also 
went to the ash can and scraped off their offending 
hairs. 
It was not long before the fearful news of the hairy 
ticks spread through all the forest. Every tick became 
suspicious of every other tick, and each tick tr..ied his 
best to get rid of the offending hairs. Once in a while, 
however, some innocent tick would be found who did 
not know about the offensiveness of hairs. He tried 
to explain to the enraged mob of ticks that he had 
always had hairs. But this only made it worse. They 
carted the poor tick off and threw him into a pile of 
burning leaves. The highest councils of tickdom were 
moved with news of the subversive activities of hairy 
ticks and special committees of the legislative commit-
tees conducted investigations. By every means of com-
munication, the ticks were warned to report any ticks 
which looked suspiciously hairy. Some ticks turned 
informer and others turned persecutor. 
Finally there was hardly a tick left with hairs or a hair 
left on a tick. But suspicion grew anyhow. Supposing 
the r~al subversive hairy ticks had learned a way to 
remove the hairs so that you couldn't distinguish them 
from the true ticks! Finally every tick began to sus-
pect every other tick of hypocrisy - or of "hair-isy." 
The two ticks who had been alerted originally by 
the worm and the salamander then discovered, while 
casually glancing at an ad in a magazine which had 
flopped open alongside the littered highway, that there 
was a way of removing hairs with a particular cream, 
without a trace. This was an improvement over shav-
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ing, and besides, Burma Shave cans began to be hard 
to find in trash barrels. They managed to find this 
cream among a camper's supplies in the forest and 
tried it. It worked. They told their best friends on 
the quiet about what they had found. Soon the word 
spread to go after the false ticks who had shaved their 
hairs. "By their stubble you shall know them," became 
the awful secret test. Hitherto safe ticks were brought 
before the tribunals and examined. Every tick with 
stubble or razor cuts was taken out and thrown into 
the leaf pile to be burned. Some ran for safety with a 
death notice posted against them. 
The carnage was terrible. Ticks were so frightened 
of one another, so deeply suspicious, that they forgot 
about their natural enemies, and were easy prey. The 
number of ticks dwindled rapidly, but those who re-
mained believed that they were the true ticks - though 
they could not always be sure of the others. 
One day a tick who was running away from the rest 
came across a boy in the woods with a nature book. 
The book was open to a page picturing insects. The 
tick thought he saw a picture of himself. l-Ie loo~ed 
again, and sure enough, it was a tick, a terrible· li'airy 
tick. He read the description and discovered to his 
surprise what he had long ago forgotten: "All ticks 
have hairs on their legs as well as a hard backbone shell 
and a hard head." He hurried back to tell the good 
news, that ticks were turning upon one another for 
wrong reasons, heeding the insidious suggestions and 
suspiciousness of the sly worm and the slinky salaman-
der. He thought that the ticks would welcome the good 
news. But, to his surprise, the ticks looked at his legs, 
saw the stubble, and took him out to throw him on the 
leaf pile. 
The poor tick died, but not in vain. Some of the 
ticks heard and decided to investigate for themselves. 
When some ticks were so bold and undiplomatic as to 
announce their intention to investigate, they were called 
"crypto-hairy ticks" and tossed on the leaf pile. But 
regardless of the repressive measures, the curious ones 
kept on investigating. Still, no one would believe 
them, for who could really trust a hairy tick? 
One ·day a boy picked up one of the ticks' leaders 
and examined it carefully. The tick was surprised to 
hear the boy say to another boy: "This looks like a 
tick, but it can't be one. Ticks have hairs on their legs." 
To this day this particular group of ticks still isn't 
sure if ticks have hairs or not, or which of the hairless 
ticks are really hairy ticks parading as hairless hairy 
ticks. It became so confused that finally some were 
saying that the real way to tell if a tick was a hairy tick 
was if he had no hairs, for it was a sure sign that he had 
removed them. Those who came back from their in-
vestigations reporting that all ticks had hairs were 
most suspect, for the masses of ticks were told by their 
leaders that you couldn't trust the intellectual ticks 
because they came back with different doctrines due 
to false teachings of ticks subject to modern or foreign 
ideas. 
Pity the poor ticks - the hairy ticks can't hide their 
hairs and the hairless ones don't know that all ticks have 




The Stone-colored corn drops upon 
its sunken cheeks silent tears; 
and like those rows and rows of 
parchment-skinned, unmoving prisoners 
at Dachau, Auschwitz, Buchenwald, 
with mute acceptance, blank unfocused stares, 
these withered carcasses, unwashed except 
for knotted thongs of brittle rain, 
await the lying down in death 
without prayers. 
II 
Under a gaunt sky 
trees in the final spasm of senility 
adorn themselve~ in gaudy rouge 
and henna dye; 
but no disguise conceals the fact 
that youth is green and sweet, 
and what is, to the touch of lips, 
hollowed out and dry 
must pass away. 
MARCIA G. WrrrMAACK 
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The Theatre 
Brecht and Broadway 
Bv WALTER SoRELL 
Drama Editor 
FROM whatever angle you look at Brecht and Broad-way, they are two odd bedfellows, one negating and 
almost excluding the other. But this season - it had 
already started last year with The Living Theatre's 
production of "In the Jungle of Cities," one of his early 
and least gratifying plays, and the loftier and more in-
formative anthology of "Brecht on Brecht" which may 
very well run for quite a few years to come - it seems 
that this season will be a Brecht season. Not less than 
two different productions of another early work, "Man 
is Man," in two different translations will be done off-
Broadway, a coincidental contest which will be inter-
esting to watch. For later, Jerome Robbins prepares 
the staging of "Mother Courage," and several other 
plays by Brecht are in the offing. According to her 
reports, the agent of Brecht's estate works overtime in 
discouraging producers from putting on more and 
more of his plays. No doubt, we have discovered 
Brecht. 
While Brecht was a best-selling playwright in Europe 
after his success with "The Threepenny Opera" in 
Berlin in 1928, Broadway remained cool to him and 
what had turned into a major success off-Broadway in 
the mid-fifties (because of its watered-down Blitzstein 
version) was a huge flop on Broadway in 1934. Brecht, 
the exile, was in America during World War II and 
a couple of years later nobody was interested in his 
work in spite of Eric Bentley's frantic efforts to popu-
larize his concept of the epic theatre. Charles Laugh-
ton staged "Galileo" and played the title role in it in 
1947, but even this production, which was under the 
supervision of Brecht himself, was only a success d'es-
time. Eric Bentley's unsuccessful attempt at staging 
"The Good Woman of Setzuan" at the Phoenix Theatre 
several years ago and a minor off-Broadway production 
of some scenes of the "Master Race" round off the past 
efforts to bring the Broadway public and Brecht to-
gether. 
As long as Brecht was in this country he was suspi-
cious of the American professional theatre as an institu-
tion that had to yield profit and not art. Later, his 
own subsidized theatre in East Berlin was conducted 
in a manner comple tely alien to our show business. 
They would rehearse a play three to five months and 
then discard it if they did not think it came close 
enough to their own artistic expectations. Brecht was 
often heard saying that he would rather see his plays 
performed by college theatres than on Broadway. 
Only recently there was a long discussion on Brecht 
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and the Brechtian theatre on a non-commercial radio 
station, with some of the more important theatrical 
minds taking part in it. When it came to defining 
what real Brecht theatre is, the debate became heated, 
but took place in a vacuum because no two could 
agree on what it was. It was worse than any discussion 
on the much discussed "method." Brecht had written 
a great deal on his epic style of total detachment or 
alienation, this unemotional approach to create a dra-
matic impact. Those directors who take his theories 
literally always go wrong. 
One must not forget that Brecht lived on paradoxes 
and had an uncanny way of contradicting himself by 
proving how good his theories were, or of proving him-
self by contradicting his theories. One only has to 
study a production of the "Berliner Ensemble" to 
realize this. True, the lighting is cold, never tries to 
create the visual image of a mood, and thus underlines 
a factual approach. The fact also that he likes to use 
projections and props with the intent to destroy any 
illusionary effect and, moreover, has his actors step out 
of character in the midst of a scene to comment on the 
situation or to sing a song with the same purpose, is 
still in keeping with his theories of shocking his audi-
ence into a state of awareness by giving it no chance 
to identify with any human being on stage but only 
with the very idea of the play itself. 
Although the customary identification is made impos-
sible, the strongest impact is still an emotional one. 
To see "Mother Courage" done by the "Berliner En-
semble" grips you, and the grip it has on you comes 
from a growing emotional excitement about the foolish-
ness of the people involved and the foolishness of the 
world. And it is a totally emotional experience when 
the dumb Katherine stands on the roof of the peasant's 
house and arouses the neighboring village in order to 
save the life of children because she herself would have 
loved to have children. This heroic act in which she 
gives her life for others is the climactic point of the play 
and the following lull aby of Mother Courage does not 
shock you into awareness, but creates in you a feeling 
of pity and terror, the traditional channels leading to 
personal identification. It is Brecht's skill to give dra-
matic Gestalt to an emotional impact while remaining 
aloof, detached, and matter-of-fact. Actors, no doubt, 
need a special training to achieve these effects. 
I am looking forward to the Brecht season on Broad-
way with mixed feelings, hoping the best and fearing 
the worst. 
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From the Chapel 
Justification: By Faith, By God, By Christ 
Bv EDWARD H. ScHROEDER 
Assistant Professor of Religion 
Valparaiso University 
And those whom he pTedestined [predestined But God justifies man and if we long to be justified 
to conformity to the image of his Son, v. 29] men, we must let God do this, too, for us. Here, too, 
he also called, and those whom he called he we must let God be God. Here, too, we can only func-
also justified; and those whom he justified he tion from a posture of receptivity. Even to acquire our 
also glm·ified. temporal life none of us has done anything. It was given 
- Romans 8:30 to us. (When did you ever even "accept" it?) And the 
No one who reads Romans can deny that Paul con-
tends: Men are justified by faith, if they are justi-
fied at all. Roman Christians of Paul's day (and Lu-
ther's day, too) knew this and accepted it. So have all 
of us in the Reformation tradition. But what is this 
"faith" by which we are justified? This has always 
been the crux - between the great confessions, within 
the denominations, inside the single Christian soul. 
vVhat piece of reality is this, what mysterious entity? 
What is faith? 
The common tautological answer is: Faith is be-
lieving. Justification by faith means that those who 
believe are justified; those who don't aren't. We have 
accepted and believed, therefore we are justified and 
deserve to be glorified . .Just on the surface this looks 
as though justification by faith means justification by 
me. Even when coupled with the strong Reformation 
emphasis that faith is fiduciary in character and not 
intellectual, trust and not knowledge, this is not bibli-
cal justification by faith. For the heart of the matter 
is: Who justifies? Who is the subject in the sentence 
about my justification? To whom is this "by faith" 
predicted? If it's me it's crypto-heretical. He justifies. 
Such a simple grammatical exercise as finding the 
subject of the sentence already lays bare the positions 
of the Pharisee and Publican in the temple. The dis-
tance between them is not the number of cubits from 
chancel to narthex. It is the distance between hell and 
heaven. Christ Himself gives this verdict: "This man 
went clown to his house justified rather than the other," 
because God justifies, and not man. 
Justification by faith does not mean that I am jus-
tified because I have faith (whereas others who do not 
are not), but justification by faith means I am justified 
because God is faithful. Not because I am full-of-faith, 
but because God is faith-full. If the former were true 
- and how often and fervently we long for it to be so -
then our actual serious confession is that of the equally 
serious and sincere Pharisee, "God, I thank thee that I 
believe and am not like the unbelievers, that 1 trust, 
that I cling (heaven knows what an effort on my part 
it takes on occasion.)" 
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same creative situation pertains to our eternal life (our 
justification). If we get it all, we get it "gifted" from 
God. Like "simple" biological life we don't primarily 
accept it, but we receive it. We live it. 
Here is one spot where the First and Second Articles 
meet, where the new creation is a reflection of the old 
one, primarily because it's the same creator. He justi-
fies. Justification by faith alone is justification by God 
alone - "without any merit or worthiness in me," not 
even the merit or worthiness of my believing it. 
The word is going around in Lutheran circles nowa-
days that the bandwagon phrase "justification by faith" 
is not the rallying cry it used to be, and that rather 
than "faith," the word "justification" is the passe part 
of the slogan. Granted, times change. Sixteenth-cen-
tury Europe is not twentieth-century U.S.A. But 
just what are the continuities that bind us with 
men of the sixteenth or any other century? Is it only 
food, drink, clothing, footgear, house, home, wife, 
ch:lclren, fields, chattel? Are we any less, or they any 
more, interested in justification? 1 suppose justification 
would be passe if the prevailing romantic view of the 
late Middle Ages were factual, which tends to see the 
whole populace running wild in search of justification 
almost unaware of food, drink, clothing, etc. When 
this view is joined to a suddenly sober and non-romantic 
view of contemporary man concerned only about food, 
drink, clothing, justification does seem passe. Yet 
neither of these views has been sufficiently documented 
to merit the axiomatic status it enjoys. 
On the contrary, if Arthur Miller's drama, The Death 
of a Salesman, says anything about the American man 
on the street, it says that justification is the driving 
obsession of men today. Willy Loman wants to be worth 
something. He wants to count. He desires nothing 
more than to have his existence justified. To be sure, 
not in the eyes of God - at least not expressly so. But 
then neither was the justification of the Reformation 
man such a "purely religious," bloodless sort of thing, 
merely in the sight of God. Such "purely religious" 
justification is a part of docetic theology, but not of 
biblical nor Reformation Christianity. When you re-
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member that one of the components of Luther's obses-
sion with justification was his inability to sleep nights, 
he looks more like Willy Loman than unlike him. 
Even Christians seldom if ever phrase it so: "How 
may I be justified in the sight of God?" How could 
we, how can the man of the world be expected to do so, 
if, as we tell ourselves in our theology, it is the murky 
remembrance of our lost innocence (imago dei) which 
never lets us forget that should God justify us on the 
spot in His sight, we'd be dead ducks. An ancient Eng-
lish usage of the term justification reminds us that for 
the guilty justification means execution. This is the 
just destiny that awaits the guilty. Our anxious age 
is taking its dead-duck destiny almost for granted, in 
fact too much for granted. And the justness of it all 
is also no longer such an occasion for objection either. 
For if my life is meaningless, worthless, then it is in 
· order (it's fair, it's just) to have it wiped out. 
Yes, God justifies, but if this is the justification and 
the destiny of that sort of justification, why sho~ld any-
one seek it - let alone fight a Reformation over it? 
Answer: There is justification and then there is justi-
fication, just as there is predestination and predestina-
tion. There is a justification and a destiny "in con-
formity with the Son of God" and another that is not. 
The distinction is not two variations of the same genus, 
but two distinct genera, yes, generations! 
The new generation (regeneration) is a justification 
via God's faithfulness in Christ. It is also a new destiny, 
a new worth, a "counting for something" (better, "for 
smneone" ). 
If this ever was attractive in the first or sixteenth or 
twentieth centuries, it was not the kind of attraction 
that brought men thundering in droves to get it. 
On Second Thought 
More often they fled in droves after an initial curiosity 
(Maundy Thursday, Mars Hill, modern Marxist man). 
And yet God justifies men by His faithfulness. 
Justification by faith is God making me count for 
time and eternity. The text speaks of predestination, 
but does so in a present-tense sense and not as a post 
mortem.. In fact all the predicates in the text are pas-
sive participles - they've already happened in God's 
people. The new destiny is already in existence now. 
Already now when God looks at the man whom He 
(God) has faithfully justified in His Son, He sees the 
image of His Son. Insofar as there is a "more yet to 
come" in this destiny, it is a "more of the same," 
looking more and more like Jesus Christ. This is what 
really justifies existences, gives them value, worth and 
meaning - not an intrinsic quality coming out of my 
work, family life, or leisure - but the extrinsic given of 
God calling out to me His approval: "You there! You 
are my beloved Son, with )'OU I am well-pleased." This 
is so because of the justification (execution) that took 
place in the first Son to whom He addressed these 
words. Justification by faith is justification (value, 
worth, meaning) by means of God's action in Christ. 
Whether it appeals to the masses or not is beside the 
point. It's meant for them. It's good for them. 
Finally a word for the fiduciary side of my faith. To 
be sure my fiducia is involved if this gift is to be mine, 
but my fiducia doesn't create it. The fidelity of the 
creator creates it, creates me into a full-fledged Son 
of God. That's the glory of it. It's God's own glorious 
doing. That constitutes our glory too, and makes the 
last predicate of the text apply to us too. Predestined, 
called, justified, glorified - by God! 
--------------------------------8 Y R 0 8 E R T J . H 0 Y E R 
pRACTICE always follows theory, even though the 
theory may be born in bitter experience. Thus a 
man attempting to fell a tree with a blunt club will be 
forced to evolve the theory that the instrument must 
be both hard and sharp. It will do him no good to 
beat harder with his blunt club. When man attempted 
to fly by fastening wings to his body, he .was forced to 
conclude that his theory was wrong. Muscle power is 
not sufficient to lift man and wings from the ground. 
A new theory of mechanical power preceded the practice 
of flight. It did him no good to flap his arms harder 
under the old theory. 
In the social sciences, man learns his failures and 
evolves new theory with more difficulty. How many 
men and women were burned or tortured as heretics 
before the theory's failure was admitted, and the new 
theory of tolerance preceded the practice of evangelism? 
How many witches were condemned or killed to protect 
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the health of many communities before the theories of 
physical nature preceded the practice of medicine? And 
both of these lessons had to be learned in bitter failure, 
in spite of the fact that the teachings and the example 
of the Lord Christ clearly and openly denied the validity 
of the old theories. 
The church today is not what it should be. We do 
not have the Spirit of fire given on Pentecost. Yet we 
are sure that the theory we have received from our 
fathers is true, and we go on flapping our wings of 
preaching and liturgy more diligently, sure that we will 
yet get off the ground. Year after year the church's 
budgets fail, and year by year we go on beating harder 
with the blunt club of duty, convinced that the theory 
which guided our fathers must be correct. It is past 
time for a prophet to arise among us with the shout: 
"We have failed because we are wrong in what we are 
doing! The ox knows his stall and the ass his owner's 
crib, but we still do not understand!" 
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The Music Room 
Myths Created by Fame 
-------------------------------8 y W A L T E R A . H A N S E N 
THE works of composers who have become famous 
invariably cause the world of music to sit up and 
take notice. A new opus from the prolific pen of Igor 
Stravinsky is bound to attract widespread attention, and 
whenever the brain of renowned Dimitri Shostakovich 
gives birth to another child, millions of ears long to 
hear what the pride and joy of the Soviet Union has 
accomplished. 
Fame never ceases to beget adulation. Unfortunately, 
however, the adulation a composer receives is often 
blinded by the fame he has gained. Does everyone in-
quire diligently and perspicaciously into the source of 
fame? By no means. "Fame is fame," say many de-
votees of the tonal art, "and for this reason everything 
produced by a famous person is bound to be famous." 
They seem to forget that fame sometimes leads to pro-
ducts that are completely negligible. 
Whenever a world-renowned statesman, writer, theo-
logian, manufacturer, barrister, or muleskinner speaks 
publicly about cheese, pancakes, baseball, dogs, infla-
tion, mosquitoes, or any other subject, he is sure to 
win numerous admirers merely because he happens to 
be the person who is making the statement. Naturally, 
there will be dissenters. But fame frequently thrives 
on dissension as luxuriously as it battens on admira-
tion. If a famous man were to say today or tomorrow 
that Limburger cheese has played a far more important 
role in history than the artichoke, many would regard 
such gobbledygook as a real contribution to the wisdom 
of the ages. 
Thoughts of the foregoing .nature kept rambling 
through my brainpan when I heard the music which 
famous Igor Stravinsky wrote for a recent television 
production called Noah and the Flood. Since I know 
that the fame Stravinsky has actually merited is based 
on a number of remarkably fine works, I pricked up my 
ears with special eagerness. What happened? To this 
moment I cannot shake off the conclusion that the 
music Stravinsky devised for Noah and the Flood is 
worthless gobbledygook - in spite of all the skill and 
all the inventiveness it exemplifies. Yet some accepted 
such balderdash as great merely bec~use it sprang from 
the brain of one of the world's most famous composers. 
The expensive and deftly staged presentation of Noah 
and the Flood will live in the history of music as a 
much-discussed event. Would it be remen~bered at all 
if Stravinsky were not a world-famous composer? Will 
it add one bit of renown to the fame Stravinsky has 
won on the basis of the significant works he has com-
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posed? In my opinion, the music for Noah and the 
Flood was a dud. Only those who bend the knee to 
fame for fame's sake will call it great. Yet if I were 
a composer, I would long for the ability to give birth 
to works like some of Stravinsky's earlier compositions. 
I have not heard Shostakovich's Symphony No. 12, 
which had its world premiere in Leningrad last year 
and was presented to the non-Soviet world for the first 
time in September, 1962. But I have read about this 
work. One critic wrote that "the almost hysterical asser-
tion of triumph at the end suggests nothing so much 
as a man shouting to drown his thoughts." This scath-
ing remark interests me, for I have often concluded that 
much of Shostakovich's recent output shouts boisterous-
ly to high heaven and succeeds admirably in drowning 
any thoughts that may have been floating abo ut in the 
famous composer's cranium. In fact, I have sometimes 
said that any thoughts Shostakovich might have had 
when he concocted some of his music are conspicuous 
by their absence. 
Shostakovich, I believe, used to be a promising com-
poser. As time went on, he occasionally fulfilled a pro-
mise or: two. He became famous throughout the world 
largely because the Soviet Union relegated him to the 
clog house for a considerable period of time and then 
decided to take him out of this place of confinement 
and to build him up as a great master. Much of 
Shostakovich's fame has been foisted upon him. I ad-
mire him for his valiant struggle to live up to his repu~ 
tation, and now and then I take pleasure in some of 
the music he has written in recent years. At the present 
moment, however, I regard him as a composer who 
thrives on an unusually large amount of artificially 
superinduced fame. Like Stravinsky, he has become a 
prophet of much famous gobbledygook. But even gob-
bledygook will always have a rightful place in history. 
Another critic found Shostakovich's Symphony Nu. 
12 to be "an exhibition of blatant red flag-waving in 
musical terms." Poor Shostakovich, who used to be a 
promising composer, is condemned to do all in his 
power to wave the red flag in his music! 
Could either Stravinsky or Shostakovich, in spite of 
all their fame, ever write a composition even half as 
great as the little C major prelude which stands at the 
beginning of Johann Sc:;bastian Bach's Das wohltem-
perierte Klavier? The answer is no. One should ac-
cept men as what they are, not as what fame has had 
a way of making them out to be. 
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The Fine Arts 
The Church of Our Lady at Trier, Germany 
(or what can be clone with an old church) 
------------------------8 y A D A L B E R T R A P H A E L K R E T Z M A N N 
T H E building of a church is not to be compared with any other type of sacred service. 1 t cannot draw 
its impetus from any contemporary art nor from mere 
aesthetic theory or social teaching. Church building is 
a separate and great work, strictly conditioned by its 
own purposes. Having fulfilled that it has fulfilled its 
tota l mission. lt is not even an applied theology, or the 
fulfillment of a liturgical purpose, but simply an act of 
adoration, born out of the movement of God's grace. 
The one purpose of all church building, therefore, is 
to show forth a living church. The one most obvious 
characteristic of the edifice is its visibility, so much so 
that all of the building with all of its contents taken 
together as a holy unity reveals the true form of the 
church. Any instruction about church building be-
comes, therefore, an instruction about what the church 
really is. This is so earnest and so great a task that 
as it becomes visible in plans it must carry the great-
ness o( its message to alI who see it. 
The best example of true building is always to be 
found in the life of our Lord. Church building is no 
cosmic mythology but a representation of the Christian 
life. Jt is the spiritual assuming a visible form, and be-
comes a discipleship in the materials and language of 
its construction. 
' •Vhoevcr wants to bui ld a church must make h is 
Christian decision and believe firmly that the Son of 
God became a man and suffered and died for us and 
that since that time there is on ly one true measure-
ment o( value, namely the life of our Lord. Implanted 
in the midst of the world, it tells the story a thousand 
times over, by day and by night, in summer's heat and 
winter's cold: this is the House of Believers in Jesus 
Christ. The builder must believe that in this story 
o( the life of Christ God has clearly revealed His own 
being - that God is a clear form, readily discernible 
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to the believing eye, and that we glorify His holy name 
most fully when we create a new building to be His 
dwelling place. 
Perhaps no building exemplifies this philosophy more 
clearly than the Church of Our Lady in Trier, Germany, 
bui l t by the world famous arch itect, Dr. Rudo]( 
Schwarz of Cologne. This church had originally been 
erected about the middle of the thirteenth century and 
had weathered the years in remarkable fashion. In 
World War Jl this beautiful church suffered consider-
able damage. The gaps torn into the walls by the 
bombs were soon repaired under the architect Mat-
thias Hemgesberg. The design for the interior was 
then laid open for a great competition in which the 
architects Fritz Thoma, Willy Weyres, and Peter Marx 
were asked to join with Dr. Schwarz. The picture shows 
the prize-winning solution which was offered by Dr. 
Schwarz. 
The basically polygonal building which had had the 
typ ical early Gothic orientation of a long axis was 
completely altered by the creation of what Dr. Schwarz 
called the "holy island." This island gave a beautiful 
centra li ty even whil e preserving the old form of the 
church. The diagram shows the floor plan very clearly. 
At the east end of the island is a sacramental house 
which makes an exce ll ent lay altar which can be used 
from both sides. The seating in the church itself, 
which is minimal, is found on three sides of the altar. 
The pulpit is a very simple arrangement, to the left of 
the altar in the picture. The lectern is on the right. 
Since the church is entered through the Baptismal 
Chapel there is a beautiful visible relationship between 
the sacraments. The doors are of clear pia te glass so 
that there is a constant feeling of relationship among 
the various elemen ts in the structure. 
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BOOKS OF THE MONTH 
RELIGION 
THE OXFORD ANNOTATED BIBLE 
REVISED STANDARD VERSION 
Edited by Herbert G. May and Bruce 
M . Metzger (Oxford University Press, 
$7.95) 
In an essay entitled, "How to Read the 
Bible with Understanding" (pp . 1513-
1516), Professor H. H. Rowley observes: 
That there is a place for the study 
of every detail of ·the Bible in the light 
of the situation out of which it arose, 
with all the illumination that philology 
and archaeology and ancient history 
can provide, is not for a moment he-re 
forgotten. ·But more important than 
that is the recognition that in this 
book are <the living oracles of God, 
which may speak to us and nourish our 
spirit when we approach them in true 
devotion and humility. We should 
always remember the variety of literary 
forms found in the Bible, and should 
read a passage in the light of its own 
particular literary character. Legend 
should be read as le-gend, and poetry 
as poe-try, and not with a dull prosaic 
and literalistic mind. 
Using the text of the R evised Standard 
Version of the Bible as its base, this excel-
lent annotated Bible helps the reader to 
recover something of the sense of awe and 
fascination which he perhaps experienced 
when he first read this most interesting of 
all books. Each of the sixty-six books of 
the Bible is introduced by a brief account 
of its purpose, authorship, and pwbable 
date of origin. There are longer and 
more general introductions .to the two 
T estaments. And in the body of the work, 
there are commentaries on particular sec-
tions and verses at the bottom of each 
page. In addition, •there are supplemen-
tary articles on the geography, history, 
and archaeology of the Bible lands and 
the history of the English Bible; chrono-
logical tables of rulers; tables of weights 
and measures; thirty-two pages of full-
color, three-dimensional .m:aps; and an 
index of important names, institutions, and 
ideas which are mentioned in the annota-
tions. 
The editors and contributors have made 
use of the best findings of modern Biblical 
scholarship, a service which will perhaps 
not be appreciated by those who insist that 
"secular" knowledge has nothing to con-
tribute .to our understanding of the Scrip-
tures. Thus, in .the comment on the story 
of the creation and the fall of man, it is 
noted that ·the account in Genesis 2: 4b-
3: 24 "is a different tradition from that 
m 1.1-2.4a, as evide-nced by the flowing 
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style and the different order of events, 
e.g. , man is created before vegetation, ani-
mals, and woman. " Particularly in the 
earlier books of the Old Testament, it 
is assumed that certain stories have their 
origins in earlier myths and legends. It 
would seem that thf' contributors and edi-
tors agree with C. S. Lewis' state-ment that 
"just as Israel was God's chosen people, 
so Israel's mythology was God's chosen 
mythology" it being assumed that 
mythology in this context has nothing to 
do with fairy tales but is a literary form 
which the God Who inspired the Scriptures 
found as useful for His purposes as He 
found poetry, drama, parables, discursive 
narrative, apocalyptic writing, letters, and 
all of the other literary forms which are 
found in the Holy Scriptures. 
Whatever one's vie-ws of the nature of 
the •Scriptures and particularly of the na-
ture of their inspiration, he wiJ,J find in 
this annotated Bible' a wealth of materials 
which will make it possible for him, in 
obedience to his Lord 's command, to 
"search the Scriptures." There is so very 
much that random scanning does not dis-
close. 
HOLMAN STUDY BIBLE -
REVISED STANDARD VERSION 
(A. J. Holman Company, Price Not 
Indicated) 
This guide. to the Bible is the product 
of the best fundamentalist scholarship. Each 
book of the Bible is introduced by an out-
line of its content, an overall survey, and 
a commentary on its authorship. 
R epresentative of the theological stance 
from which the comments are written is 
Dr. H. C. Leupold's comment •that "though 
much has been written on the subject of 
the possible literary sources (J, E, D, P) of 
Genesis, there are too many valid objections 
to accept the findings of source analysis." 
In numerous places, e.g., in the survey of 
Isaiah, prophecies are given a Millennia! 
interpretation. 
Among the "Helps to Bible Study" are 
an examination of the significance of the 
Dead Sea Scrolls by Dr. F. F . Bruce of 
the University .of Manche.ster; an article, 
"The Bible and Modern Science," by Dr. 
Carl F. H. Henry, editor of Christianity 
Today; and articles on "The Archaeology 
of the Bible" (Dr. James L. Ke-lso, Pitts-
burgh Theological Seminary), "Between 
the Testaments" (Dr. David H. Wallace, 
California Baptist· Theological Seminary), 
and "The Chronology of the Bible" (Pro-
fessor Donald J. Wiseman, University of 
London). 1'he.re is a useful concordance 
and a short but well-chosen map section. 
OXFORD BIBLE ~TLAS 
Edited by Herbert G. May (O>eford Uni-
versity Press, $4.95) 
The mighty things which God did in 
and through His people of the Old and the 
New Testament were not done in a vacuum. 
They were done in a particular part of the 
world which has its own individuality, an 
individuality which is reflected at every 
point in the Scriptures so that without 
some knowledge of the geography and his-
tory of the Near Eastern world one can 
hardly hope to understand the Biblical 
writers. 
This atlas is a delight to look at and an 
even greater delight •to read. The maps 
are not only works of high scholarship but 
also beautiful examples of cartographic art. 
The accompanying descriptive texts c.onsti-
tute a kind of running history of the Near 
Eastern and Mediterranean worlds. A 26-
page gazetteer greatly enhances the useful-
ness of the maps and indicates where par-
ticular places are mentioned in the Bible. 
Of special value •to Bible teachers and 
students are the introductory essay " Israel 
and the Nations," a beautifully illustrated 
historical geography of the Bible lands; and 
a concluding essay on "Archae.ology and 
the Bible," an illuminating summary of 
the almost unbelievable wealth of back-
ground information for Biblical studies 
which has been amassed in recent years 
from diggings throughout the Near East. 
There are no indispensable books except 
the Bible itself. But for the Bible student, 
this Atlas comes pretty close .to being es-
sential. 
GENERAL 
THE DECLINE OF PLEASURE 
By Walter K err (Simon and Schuster, 
$5.00) 
Mr. Kerr begins •this wise and eloquent 
diagnosis of the condition of modern man 
by assuming that "you are approximately 
as unhappy as I am"; i.e., not so unhappy 
as to require psychiatric care, not desperate, 
but vaguely dissatisfied. He goes on then 
to raise two questions: "Wh y is the Ameri-
can the driven, re-stless, enervated man that 
he is?" and "What can be done about it?" 
Mr. Kerr finds the answer to his first 
question in our all but universal acceptance 
of the utilitarian theory of value as the 
definition of the good life, the moral life. 
This theory, as enunciated by William 
Stanley Jevons, asserts that "vailue depends 
entirely upon utility," which is to say that 
there are no moral sanctions for pleasure 
for its own sake; the good man is one who 
"puts his every waking hour to useful pur-
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suits." "The goods of rthis world constitute 
the good of this world," and felicity lies "in 
the multiplication of commodities." And 
this identification af the worth-while with 
the practicalrly profitable means, among 
other things, that "by the time the twentieth 
century had begun to realize that its 
productive machinery might also produce 
leisure, its conscience had been formed in 
a manner calculated to make leisure mean-
ingless ... Moral sanction had been with-
drawn from all those indulgences that 
might have relieved the pressure" of labor 
spent on the production of commodities. 
Unfortunately, when men conceive of 
themselves as mere productive tools, there 
is always the danger that "unrelaxed pres-
sure on a tool may break rthe tool." In 
some cases this happens abruptly and dra-
matically. More commonly, though, "as 
we hurl ourselves feverishly into more and 
more work, we are quietly aware of a stir-
ring nausea, af a fainuly sickening distaste 
for the work we must do, the world we 
must do it in, and the selves we must live 
with while we are doing it." 
In spite of this absorption in work, "cer-
tain symbols of pleasure, and even oppor-
tunities for pleasure, re.main at hand in a 
generation that cannot conscientiously find 
a value for them. The fact that they con-
tinue to be available but cannot be as-
signed a value has helped to create two 
of the phenomena of our time." The first 
of these is the prevalence of what Kerr calls 
kitsch, rthe second-rate, exemplified by 
"brightly-colored magazines that are all eye-
catching pictures and easy-to-read captions; 
digests of digests; . . . television that has 
been described as the 'chewing gum for 
•the eye . . . ' And rthe second is "our 
increasing emphasis upon those forms of 
play that keep our working minds active"-
games such as bridge which demand "pre-
cisely the same kind of computing and 
maneuvering that occupic; us during our 
hours of labor." 
rSo much for Mr. Kerr's diagnosis. What 
can be done about it all? It would be 
unfair to Mr. Kerr to attempt to give his 
answer in quotes excerpted out of their 
context. It does not seem unfair to say 
that, in essence, Mr. Kerr echoes St. Paul's 
exhortation to the Phi•lippians to think on 
(contemplate) those things which are true, 
honest, just, pure, lovely, and of good re-
port - not because these things are use-
ful but because they are pleasurable. He 
does 119t ask us to deny the values that de-
rive f;om utility, but only to recall St. 
Augustine's observation that whenever a 
conflict arises between the enjoyable and 
the useful, •the usefurl has to give way as 
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being, in the ultimate sense, inferior. 
It is a hackneyed trick of the reviewer's 
trade to emphasize the excellence of a book 
which he feels he has not adequately "sold" 
in his revie·w by describing it as "must 
reading." Thus, subtly, he seeks to boost 
its sales by making its reading an .obliga-
tion, rather than a privilege CYr a possible 
joy. Mr. Kerr would probably be dis-
tressed if he thought that anyone had 
bought and read his book as just one more 
way to "put every waking hour to useful 
pursuits." But the reader who wants an 
experience of pleasure for its own sake can 
get it from a reading of this book. 
ORGANIZED CRIME IN AMERICA 
By Gus Tyler (University of Michigan 
Press, $7.50) 
Senator Estes Kefauver, Chairman of 
the Senate Crime Investigating Commit-
tee, states in the introduction that crime 
cannot be controlled on a local basis and 
that a National Crime Commission is neces-
sary to co-ordinate law enforcement efforts. 
The author, a well-known commentator 
on crime, prefaces his book with the state-
ment that organized crime is a product and 
reflection of our national culture. Indi-
vidualism, competition, social disorder, and 
the widespread demand for prohibited 
goods and services have made it possible 
for the powerful underworld .forces to de-
velop. 
Three-fourths of the book is taken up 
with a history of crime and rthe develop-
ment of the syndicate. The author docu-
ments his contention that crime has long 
been a part of the "American way of life" 
by describing the Bowery Boys of New 
York, rthe Hoodlums of the West Coast, 
and the rise of the syndicate. He describes 
in detail how the services of outlaws are 
engaged by politicians and others and ulti-
mately resudt in ·the outlaw being the law. 
He points out that public disillusionment 
with ganster con~rolled governments is 
the first step to Fascism. He criticizeB 
liberals for not having become involved in 
the fight against underworld control and 
presents a challenge for an all-out fight to 
rectify the present situation. 
The descriptions of the rise of the syndi-
cate fTom Torrio-Capone to the present are 
well done, though much of the material 
has previously appeared in newspapers and 
magazines. The documentation of the in-
sidious rise to power af gangsters, the "un-
solved crimes," ·massacres, subversion of 
legitimate busines& and governmental in-
terests to anti-social ends is frightening. 
The power that has gone by default to 
underworld gangsters warrants serious con-
sideration. The economic aspects of orga-
nized crime stagger the imagination when 
one considers rthe bilrlions of dollars diverted 
from socially useful ends to the powers of 
corruption. 
Like many writers on the subject of or-
ganized crime, Mr. Tyler attributes .the 
power of the underworld forces to the Pro-
hibition Era. Americans voted themselveB 
dry, then clamored for illegal alcohol. The 
underworld, a1lways looking for a demand, 
obliged the "respectable people" by satis-
fying their .thirst. Fortunes were gained 
by the underworld to further its ambitions 
for political and economic power, resulting 
in ruthless exploitation and an infiltration 
into many aspects of American life. The 
sections on the ·Mafia and L'Unione Sicilia-
no and their rivalry seem to be taken brge-
ly from the Encyclopedia Britannica and 
other sources. Much of it is written as 
eye-witness accounts and is interesting read-
ing. The power struggle between organi-
zations and between generations which ulti-
mately resulted in the organ-ization known 
as "Murder, Inc." and the rise of Lucky 
Luciano as "the Boss" is the final chapter 
in organized crime. 
The section of the •book which is of 
particulaJr value to law enforcement person-
nel deals with the juvenile syndrome as the 
reservoir of "replacements" in organized 
criminal circles. Gangsters, in many in-
stances, began their criminal careers at an 
early age, rose from the juvenile gang to 
syndicate leadership. Teepage gangs have 
long been a part of American culture and 
have been the "prep school" of adult 
criminals. The description of the delin-
quent subcultu•re, taken from Delinquent 
Boys by All bert K. Cohen, gives insight into 
a portion of life that few adults can under-
stand. Mr. Tyler stresses the point that 
greater emphasis should be placed upon 
lowering the rate of juvenile delinquency, 
thereby curbing the source of supply of 
personnel .for adult criminal gangs. 
The final chapter is an attempt to put 
down the myth that immigrants are largely 
responsible for crime in America. The 
author quotes from nineteenth century 
commentaries which deplored the condi-
tions of the city and predicted imminent 
collapse due to the influx of foreigners. 
Each wave of immigration was condemned 
by its predecessors as the cause of all ills, 
slums, overcrowding, crime, violence. Yet 
each, in turn, has been accommodated and 
the problems, as always, still exist. The 
Puerto Ricans in New York did not create 
the present situation. It was there a hun-
dred years before them with the Italians, 
Jews, Irish, and Germans, to name a few. 
ANTHONY S. KUHARICH 
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Sights and Sounds 
Niebuhr Doesn't Like Hlolita," Either 
-------------------------------------------------------------------8 y A N N E H A N S E N 
LAST week I purchased two magazines at a newsstand. 
I knew in advance that the August issue of T/1(: 
Atlantic carried a special supplement ti tied "The Ro-
man Catholic Church in America" and that Dr. Rein -
hold Niebuhr had written one of the Len articles d evoted 
w a penetrating study of the Roman Catholic Church in 
the Western Hemisphere. Rut I was entirely unpre-
pared to discover the nam e of this eminent theologian 
in Show, the second magazine I purchased that day. :\ly 
amazement was great when I found that Dr. Niebuhr 
had turned movie critic; i L was even greater when I 
saw that he had written a commentary on one of the 
most notorious fictional characters of recent years . 
Lolita , a sensational nov<.:! from the pen of Vladintir 
Nobukov, aroused a storm of vigoro us controversy whe n 
it was published in Paris in 1955. Some critics of note 
acclaimed it as a brilliant satire on .\meriran tnorals: 
other critics of equ;tl stature regarded it as merely an-
other salacious book w ithout any true literary tnerit. 
l am in compl e te agreen te nt with the latter opinion. I 
recall m y own fee ling ol utter revu lsion when I waded 
through this n ;n tse;tting talc of perversion and degenera-
tion. Since no ;nnount of 11·hat the trade e uphem istical -
ly designates as "cl eaning it up for the tnovies" cou ld 
possibl y alter the essenti ;tl char;tctcr of the work, I de-
rided not to rev icll' l .o/i/11 ( \1 -C -\1 , Sl'\'e n .\ rts Produc-
tions, St;tnlc y Kubrick ). Dr. :'\ iel>u hr'-; en luation o f 
the film h;ts ser\'ed to strengthen llll' in Ill) decision. 
The renowned scho lar sav' of the picture: ' ' It ha, 
pointed out the esscnti ;tl tne;tningkssnl·ss ol the story. 
The nwral of this tr;tnsfonn ;ttion 'l'l'lllS to be that you 
ca n ' t make ;1 si lk purs<.: o ut of a "'"'\ car." I suppose 
that it is futile to hope that / .oli/11 ll'ill be the box-
office "flop" o f the year. Producers arc inl'lucn rcd 
solely by box-o iTic<.: receipts. Jr l .o/i/11 aurans large 
audiences, we can expect a rash of sintil;tr tncrctricious 
films in the near future . 
Cash returns arc equa ll y important in determining 
the quality and character of TV programs. In the .Jul y 
issue of Harpn's i\1agari n f' Bernard R. Smith , a \Ian -
hattan lawyer who h as long been interested in radio 
and TV, m akes a number of exce ll ent suggestions in a 
thought-provoking article titl<.:d ". \ l'\ew Weapon to 
Get Better TV." 
Relore r leave the subjen of TV, I must lllcntion two 
unusual programs: T/1(' Genllt' Persuadns, on 1'\ BC, 
and The Dialogs of Arr!tibald MncL<' ish and Marl! 
Van Du1·en , on CBS. Roth were outstanding. And, ol 
course, the Telstar telecasts continue to fascinate \'iewers 
here and abroad. 
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Ja cq ues Salle bert, director for French TV in the 
United States, said in an interview that France has 
planned fifty Telstar presentations in the United States. 
The programs are to originate in each of the fifty states, 
a nd each one is designed to afford French viewers a 
true and realistic picture of Americans as they really 
are. In l\fr. Sallebert's opinion, Telstar h as opened a 
"1n>nderful new window on the wor ld. " 
l'\o doubt most adult Americans have a definite con-
cept of what our Covernment should be, of the way 
in which the affairs of our Cm·ernment should be exe-
ntted, and of the manner in which our laws should be 
mad e and administered. I t is unlikel y that any citizen 
of our lan d der i,·ed either reassurance or inspiration 
from .-\li e n Drury's Pulil!.er-Pritc-winning novel Ad11iSf' 
and C:onst' /1/. It is even more unlikely that he will 
ta kc com fort frotn the motion-picture adaptation. Ad-
v i.l'l' and Col/sent (Coluntbia, Otto Prcminger) presents 
;t distort<.:d , disjointed. and highly melodramatic ver-
sion of the book. One need not be a starry-eyed idea list 
to hope lor something bctt<.:r than this. Each tnemher 
of a fine cast tnerits 11'arm ;tpplausc lor a Yaliant dfort 
;tga i nst m ·en1'11e lm i ng odds. 
Comedy releases ha\'(: highlighted the hot summer 
tnonths . Some of thc~e arc cxcdlcnt. 1 lr. Hohhs Tal!n 
fl l'rrmlio11 (:!Ot h Century-Fox , H e nry 1\.oster ) satiri t <.:s 
11'ith hilarious good humor .\ mer ica's current preocn t-
p:tt:n n 11'ith a nd ovcrctnphasis on what is known as "w-
gcthcrncss.' ' In spit<.: ol' that !act it is basically a mur-
der mystery, Tlu· ;\'otorious Land lady (Columbia, Rich -
;ml <2uine) is delightful nonsense from start to finish. 
.\!though Bon f'oyage (Buena Vista, James Neilson) 
cannot be called e ither fresh or original, it does take 
the <.:lll irc family on 'I gay sigh t-seeing tour or Europe. 
Tlu- ,\1 usic Ma11 (\ Varners, :\lorton Da Costa) can b<.: 
reconnncndcd as tuneful, lighthearted entertainment. 
:\lcr<.:dith 'Wi llson 's musica l extravaganza had a record-
breaking run on Broadway and is still playing in many 
parts of tlw country. For this viewer the film is a bit 
too long, tnuch too loud, too slick, and too often g iven 
to car ica tures rather than characterizations. 
Tl/(· Road to Hong Ko11p; (United Artists, Norman 
Panama ) reunites Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, and Dorothy 
Lunour in their seventh road trip to adventure. There 
are time ly topical touches; but the act ion creaks a bit, 
and the gag sequences reveal the signs of age and use. 
i'\either That Touch of Mini! (U-I , Delbert Mann) nor 
Buys' Niglit Out (M-G-l\ f, Michae l Gordon) shows 
nHtch or iginality, and both hover on the borderline of 
good taste . 
THE CRESSET 
A Minority Report 
What is a Bible Class? 
B y V I C T 0 R F. H 0 F F M A N N - ------
WHAT is a Bible class supposed to be? 
question is, what is the teacher of 
supposed to do? 
Perhaps the 
a Bible class 
A teacher of a Bible class can do as so many of us 
have done in past: I. read the verses to be studied to 
the class or have some person in the class read them; 
2. explain the words as the words themselves seem to 
speak (usually this means, explain them according to 
Luther's Catechism or the Church Fathers); 3. then go 
on to the next verses. 
There is nothing wrong with this. Jn fact, it ought 
to be done, for all of us must build on the traditions 
of the past. vVe cannot avoid or eliminate our tradi-
tional explanations. lo one can begin from where he 
is in history unless he wants to live with a case of histori-
cal amnesia. 
Intelligence and integrity in life and action also de-
mand that the vocabulary, the doctrines, and the basic 
interpretations of the past be re-worked to and in the 
happenings of today. Unless this is done, the Christian 
religion becomes mere history and will go the way of 
the dinosaurs. The Christian religion will then become 
obituary data, a record of ideas dead and gone. Some 
scholars arc already referring to our era as the Post-
Christian Age. 
There is another way of handling a Bible class. We 
can struggle with deliberation and calculation for the 
new interpretations and re-interpretations of our heri-
tage. This can be done in a number of ways: l. we 
can try to give as much spontaneity as possible to the 
dass; 2. we can give the class as much room as possible 
for debate and discussion; 3. in the true sense of the 
word, we can dismiss some of the traditional explana-
tions to fight with what these words mean to us in the 
twentieth century, long gone from the Mediterranean 
culture and atmosphere; 4. with complete awareness 
of what we are doing we can insist mainly on asking 
questions and not placing a premium on the answers; 
5. we can do this with the understanding that the mem-
bers of the Bible class will be forced to use their own 
Christian-impregnated discretion and preferences in 
many aspects of their lives; 6. in other words, we do 
what we can to make the members of the Bible class 
re-write Scripture in their own term~ and into their 
own experiences. 
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Sometimes the teacher is a major obstacle to this kind 
of operation. Check James 3 for the dangers of teach-
ing and teachers. The information is embarrassing to 
most of us. A teacher who over-teaches and has a mania 
for teaching could be dangerous: I. sometimes he is 
trying to re-create people in his own image and accord-
ing to his own ideas; 2. his teaching may be polemical, 
designed to point up the weaknesses of other Christian 
groups or congregations; 3. sometimes a dangerous 
teacher is one who teaches more than he knows or is 
very wise about; 4. a teacher is a danger if he uses his 
authority to push his own point of view; 5. and it is 
simply out of place for the teacher to be "dogmatizingly 
contentious." 
In the wider context of the Church at large, it seems 
almost disgraceful for any Christian to refer to any 
group of Christians, no matter what, as "odd-balls" or 
the lunatic fringe. It is even more d istasteful when 
name-calling is carried on simultaneously with the hurl-
ing of Bible passages. When, as it is being clone in so 
many churches and congregations around the United 
States, we use our role as teachers and preachers of 
the Scriptures to "rip the Communists up the back," or 
to keep belaboring Rome as the anti-Christ, this ccl-
umnist personally feels we as teachers and preachers 
in the Church are treading on exceedingly dangerous 
ground . We all do it and have done it, but that really 
is not an excuse. 
A Christian can really become a snob in a big hurry. 
It is so easy to tell people that "they have sinned and 
come short of the glory of God" as if we were members 
of some Christian Spiritual Union League Club. When 
we become too "hep" on our roles as Christians, we 
simply lull ourselves to sleep and to a false sense of 
security. It is even hard to write about the matter 
without pontificating. The non-Christian in turn pays 
very little attention. 
lt is indeed hard to keep in mind the following 
words and to act accordingly: "But the wisdom from 
above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, open to 
reason, full of mercy and good fruits, without uncer-
tainty and insincerity. And the harvest of righteous-
ness is sown in peace by those who make the peace." 
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The Pilgrim 
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the other side" 
-PILGRIM's PRoGREss 
--------------------------------8 y 0. P. K R E T Z M A N N 
Omnium Gatherum 
D URING the past summer there were a few hours 
when, pushed by feminine forces, 1 cleaned out 
shelves, desk drawers and forgotten files ... The re-
sulting catch was not much - but here and there I 
found a few notes, now almost a quarter of a century 
old - which reflected what I was saying and writing 
before Hitler and Eisenhower and Hiroshima and Sput-
nik ... For their little worth, two samples . . . 
Someone recently pointed out to us that there is an 
essential duality about life here on earth ... 1t seems 
to proceed two by two - good and evil, light and dark-
ness, night and day, cloud and sunshine ... True ... 
Jt is, however, an essential part of the Christian 's life 
to remember, alwa ys and forever, that finally this 
duality ends in unity ... \Vhen all is said and done 
and the noises of the world have followed the fee t of 
those who made them into silence, there will be only 
one victory and it will belong to Him who said "Lo, 
1 am with you alwa y." ... Perhaps the following words 
from .John Henry Newman's famous sermon, "The 
Jnvisiblc \ Vor ld ," were written espec ially for those of 
us whose birthdays now con1e so swiftly: "We say day 
by day, 'Thy Kingdom Wlllc·; which means - 0 Lord, 
\how Thysc lr; JHanifcst Thysclr; Thou that sittest be-
tween the Cherubim , show Thyselr; stir up Thy 
\trength and come and help us . The earth that we 
sec docs not satisfy us: it is but a beginning; it is but 
a promise of something beyond it; even when it is gay-
est, with all its blossoms on , and shows most touchingly 
what lies hid in it, yet it is not enough . We know much 
more lies hid in it than we sec. A world of Saints and 
. \ngels, a gloriom world, the palace of God, the moun-
tain of the Lord of Hosts, the heavenl y Jerusalem, the 
throne of God and Christ, all these wonders, everlasting, 
all-precious, mysterious, and incomprehensible, lie hid 
in what we see. \!\That we sec is the outward shell of an 
eternal kingdom; and on that kingdom we fix the eyes 
of our faith. Shine forth, 0 Lord, as when on Thy 
Nativity Thine Angels visited the shepherds; let Thy 
glory blossom forth as bloom and foliage on the trees; 
change with Thy mighty power this visible world into 
that diviner world, which as yet we sec not; destroy 
what we see, that it may pass and be transferred into 
what we believe. Bright as is the sun, and the sky, and 
douds; green as are the leaves and the fields; sweet as 
is the singing of he birds; we know that they are not all, 
and we will not take up with a part for the whole. They 
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proceed from a center of love and goodness, which is 
God Himself; but they are not His fulness; they speak 
of heaven, but they are not heaven; they are but as stray 
beams and dim reflections of His image ; they are but 
crumbs from the table. We are looking for the coming 
of the day of God." 
* * * 
vVe wander over to the University of Chicago chapel 
to h ear a recital by Fritz Heitman, the famous organist 
at the Berliner Dom ... The concert is confined to 
the forerunners and contemporaries of Johann Sebas-
tian Bach - Scheidt, Boehm, Bruhns, Buxtehude, and 
the great Kantor himself ... 
First thought: Once more J am reminded that no 
towering historical figures rises suddenly from a plain 
like an isolated crag ... There are always rolling hill s 
before the mountain comes ... The forerunners of 
Bach prepared the way for him just as the forerunners 
of every great figure in the story of man have prepared 
the W<~f for the appearance of the man who was marked 
by destiny .. . Apparently the making of great figures 
in the story of man depends, under God, on the proper 
fu sion of the time and the man ... 
Second thought: These Seventeenth and Eighteenth 
Century musicians had something which we have lost 
... a sure power, an elemental force of faith , and a 
tremendous sense of victory . .. To hear the Modus 
Ludendi Plena Organa Pedalit er by Samuel Scheidt 
was an interesting experience ... The pedals roared 
and the bourbons boomed . .. For the first time we 
heard the full resources of the chapel organ - and a 
good instrument it is ... An unsuspecting undergradu-
ate sea ted behind us offered the perfect criticism: 
"Them Germans sure know how to bear down ." ... 
Third thought: The organist played the Chorale 
Variations on the tune "Awake, My Soul" by John 
Pachelbel ... These beautiful variations were written 
by the composer after the loss of his family in the 
Plague ... The note of triumph was tremendous .. . 
1.-o see what has happened in the world in two hundred 
years, one would only have to compare these Chorale 
Variations composed in the shadow of death with such 
a thing as Chopin's Funeral March ... There is a 
Jesson in this ... When life is dark, the fires have died 
and there seems to be no power left, perhaps the thing 
to do is to pull out all the stops and play as if heaven 
were coming down to earth . . . There is no room for 
Chopin's Funeral Mnrr/1 in the work of the Church. 
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